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MISCELLANEOUS.
Farmer Pike’s Grandson.
»T VIRGINIA P.
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•Well Aunt Esther,what did he say ?
>'
‘Yes, do tell us, what did he say
Ofeusin Alice Lake echoed eagerly mj
ords,s«.aunt came into the sitting room
jJrhcre wo were lounging away the pleas>* fknt summer afternoon.
m I see her now, though half a score ol
■■years has the grave dust hidden thal
Efic from the sight, with her soft slow
with her lilac colored silk shawl,
Vend her Leghorn bonnet, trimmed with
P white satin ribbon. Aunt Esther Lee
was our Father*# only sister, and she
had been a childless widow lor many
y years, the latter half of which she had
■
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The toil ir.oet suitable for bailey, is •
good strong loatn. If not naturally rich
enough, it should of course bo manured
suffic.eutly to make it so. It should be
well drained; for land inclining to be
wet, and not sufficiently drained, will
not pay to grow barley. There are, no
doubt, a great many manure* that will
answer the purpose. Stable manure doea
very well; so docs one or two good green
crops plowed under, such as red clover,
f
Tirmr of Ar>T«RT!B!!iG.—One square of
Of course they should be well
rye, &c.
Oat
rotted before the grain is sown.
stubble is perhaps preferable to most oth{ vertiaeinenta. ▲ squrr ia 10 lines .Noupariel. er
ground for putting in fall barley, for
various reasons, some of which will be
explained in their proper place.
YEAR IN ADVANCE. It is a very important matter that the
ground should be thoroughly broken up
and well prepared by the last of August,
in order that the barley may be sown as
early as possible in September, if seasonable, and if not seasonable, it should be
weather, as n
Importance of Comfort to Ani- put in the first suitable
mals.
general rule, (lat. 38 ° ), we cannot sow
wa
Let me touch a cord of compassion, too early in September; but when
have a very hot, dry season, it would be
mjr friend, as 1 point to that poor shirbetter to wait until about the 1st of Ocering flock of sheep exposed lo the cold
air this morning,as they have been since tober, when the sun has net so much
It would be advisable to sow
breakfast.
Pray turn them into the power.
then vvithout waiting longer, even if the
and
them
to
barn,
give
something
pick
is rather dry.
The sun will not
over, at least, if not to eat,that they may ground
drive away the thought ar.d feeling of be likely to hurt it after that time.
There is quite a difference of opinion
cold, which threatens to shake them to
in
to the amount of seed sown to
pieces. I address every man who leaves theregard
acre.
Two bushels, perhaps, is as
his sheep and cattle exposed to the weath
as we can come at it;
and in
er when it is, as it is now,
below freez- near right
this item we should be governed by the
and
when
the
wind is
ing,
especially
time it is sown.
For instance, one and
strong enough to open the wool and stir
the hair of the cows. It is sufficient to three-fourth bushels, or even one and a
No! half bushels, sown early in September,
say it makes them uncomfortable.
animal in this state for long and frequent will be equal to perhaps two and a half
j sown in November, for the very plain and
periods was ever known to make the
most of the food given it, or to improve; palpable reason, that sown early it has a
chance to stool or spread out over the
in flesh and fat and muscle.
It is I
ground, but when sown late, it has sucb
for me to hear the cattle
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had bequeathed his only child to my aunt, but me to bring
at our home.
up a child, and he ain't roin not knowing when the ink is ex- Something about Crinoline.
Cousin Alice Lake was passing the ra- he sternly replied—“Let her keep him, going to think less of me for this day's uusted, and moreover the lines will be
HOW SKIRTS ARE MADE—THE NUMBER
ion with us.
There was not a year's then. As for me, I will never see him, work.”
Both difficulties
un into one another.
TURNED
OUT
EACH
DAY— THEIR
B difference in our ages, and we had beer never have anything to do with him.”
Aunt Esther was right.
Just at even- ire obviated by the simple arrangement
SINGULAR NOMHNCLATURE—A MODEL
■ school-mate, from early childhood, ami
thus
written
The
ust
described.
farmer
Pike
came
down
to
onr
house,
ing
pages
;
MANUFACTORY —A PLEA FOR CRINOB I believe sisters seldom love each othei
It was not to be wondered at tnat Al- Icading| Weston by the hand. Miss )V Mr. Prescott were copied by ths SecLINE.
I as we did,
ice and I awaited our aunt'a return with Lee,” he said, “I aint got any body at etary, and read, that such interlinealadies will,however, be interested
The
That
afternoon
Aunt
Esther had start- eager curiosity, or that the inquiries with home t quite like to trust him with, but ions, alterations and amendments might
0
to learn that the business ia skirts is to
P ed ont on a visit to Farmer l’ike's, th« which
my story commences greeted her if you'll take the child,wont say anything >e made, as were needed. The materials
M rich old widower, whose great yellow entrance. She did not reply at once,she about the price, only I'll see you don't or the second chapter, on the early life extensive that a single firm in this city
<Sc Sherwood, in White street
brown house stood on the turnpike hal took up a palmleaf fan that lay on the lose by it.”
>f Philip, were next taken up, and the —Douglas
a mile from our bouse.
the volume —finish not less than three thousand
i.ame process repeated, until
table, seated herself in the arm-cha:r,
And Aunt Esther took him.
skirts a day, and daily use in the manuFarmer Pike was a strange, hard man while her features worked painfully.
But every morning ai d evening Farm- s ready for the printer. About six
“I never had anything come across er P. came up to see his little grandson, fears were devoted to the first two vol- facture of their hoops a ton of steel.
you would have felt this.with one glanct
The manufacture of the hoop skirts
at his strong fugged features, his irot
| me so.’- she exclaimed at last, more to and was never tired of bringing him imcs of Philip the Second, including made by this house commences
in Conherself than us. And then the tears roll- fruits and toys, until the little one be preparatory studies. These volumes
gray hair, and his large muscular person
that had not bowed itself with the weighl led over her cheeks. Alter a while she learned to natch eagerly for his grand- ippeared in 1855, the third of the series necticut, where, at a large foundry, the
sheet steel is prepared, cut into narrow
*
i grew calmer, and told her
of three-score years.
,vas isaued within a few weeks, and it is
story to cousin I father's coming.
and “braided.” This
He lived with Bis housekeeper, am Alice and me, sitting in her largo rocking
That little golden head somehow com- indcrstood that the fourth is considera- strips, tempered
“braiding” process, which ia done by
hia hired men, in the gre it yellow hrowr chair, fanning herself with her palmleaf pletely revolutionized the old man. The >ly advanced.
consists in closely wrapping
bouse, an honest, industrious man, bu' fan.
harsh lines around his face grew softer,
The Hon. George Bancroft, in an elo- machinery,
*
\ oil sec Farmer l’lkc had just risen | and he would sit for hours and watch it juent tribute to his friend, before the each narrow strip in cotton, thus sheathvyithout a single affection, social sympa
it in a coat that prevents subsequent
:
thy, in the world;—with a life as cult from his afternoon nap, and was going at its play, or devise with Aunt Esther S’ew York Historical Society, thus re- ] ing
It is then brought to this city,
and stark, and barren, as a desert ove out at tho hack door as I got round by some new pleasure for it.
In short, the
erred to the studious and systematic! rusting.
whose bosom no running spring wind: the meadow in front of the house.
I farmer's life seemed bound up in his mbits of Mr. Preicott : “His habits to the establishment of Messrs. Douglas
& Sherwood where the ends of each strip
Its necklace of jewels; in whose dry .drat ; spied him and hurried rouud there just grandson's, for the angel had struck the verc methodically exact; retring early;
enough
lowing
are bound together by little clasps of tin,
heart no sweet flower opens its soft lip: as he got up to the well,
in the barn, or see them walking about a nrecariuus existence that it has no
granite rock; and io ! the waters leaped ind ever in the same hour, he rose;
and
fitted
at
once
prepared,
a
to the sunshine.
the yard uneasily, or to feed them irreg- chance to spread before a great deal of
:arly alike in winter and in summer at previously
j “How d’ye do. Farmer Pike ?" I said out. [Olive Branch.
into their place by ingenious machinery.
it is
out by the frost and perishBut Farmer Pike's life had its trage .; in a free neighborly sort of way, is
he appointed moment, rousing himself
ularly, to satisfy myself that at the fol- es. thrown
I'he different sized hoops are then taken
After
the grain should be
I
came
to
so
I
‘can’t
sowing,
all
let
this
the
soundest
believe
lives
we
in
couli
him,
the
have,if
dy,
up
sleep,at to an
you
lowing milking
quantity will be less
Mr. Prescott's Method of Lit- nstuntiy,though
upper room, and placed upon a than usual, or that the oxen when work- harrowed, cross harrowed and rolled,the
lie first note of his alarm bell; never
only unlock the hidden cabinets, when •child have a drink ol water, le’s had
erary Labor.
old furrows opened, or others made
frame, the different
they are laid away from every eye bu a long walk and got pretty nigh tired
ing will be restless and disobedient, or
living indulgence to lassitude or delay. large cone-shaped
•
wherever it may be thought necessary,
that relates to the his- Po the hours which he
hoops being held in their places, and at weak and unwilling to haul their
out.”
Ooil's.
to his pur
Everything
gave
load;
j “The old man was
distances from each other,by little
ind I always look here for the cause of for it will not do for water to stand on it.
Many years ago, Farmer I’ike hat
completely taken torical labors of the late William II. nits he adhered as scrupulously as possi- proper Here
girls join them together ;he evil. An
Harley has its casualities to encounter,
married a woman much
I could see that by the way he Prescott is of general interest. We have, ile, never lightly suffering them to be pegs.
interesting anecdote illusyounger that aback
If
himself. A woman with one of thus: looked at me, and I looked hark as cool therefore, prepared a somewhat minute j nterfered with; now listening to his with strips of cotton, clasped upon each trating this fact, may be found in the as well as wheat and other grain.
with a patent clasp, for the claspFarmer't Guide, where a great diminu- sown before the 1st of September, there
gentle, shrinking, mimosa natures, tha and innocent as a lamb Then he glanc- sketch of the method of preparation and eader; now dictating what was to be hoop
will be danger of its coming to a joint
ing of which a patent pair of pincers has tion of milk was the result of
the deceased, by rritten; now
seemed to nave tew
using his own eyes sparpoints ot sympath; ed at tho child, and I saw the muscles composition adopted by
irregular before the hard weather
of winter comri
with his coarse, nigged character.
round his tight mouth quiver a little,but which he was enabled to overcome his j ngly for reading; now writing by the been expressly invented. Seme skirts 'ceding of a lot of cows in
of:
possession
have thirty hoops and some havo only
on. and it may be ruined; but sown
die author.
However, I believe they got on wel he didn’t say a word; he took up the tin impaired visirn, and to place his name : id of simple machinery desired for
three, and for skirts of each number of
The piercing wind, and still cutting about the 1st of September, there is not
together, and it is probabb the gentle cup that stood on the spout and filled it among historians of the very first rank. ( hosj who are in darkness; now passing
tremulous wife called out whatsoever o from the bucket, and held it out to me,: Mr Prescott, it is well known, though l| ime in thoughtfully revolving his great hoops there is a special frame.
told, has a no less disastrous effect. The much danger in that particular. It ie
A “skeleton” skirt is or.e in which
tenderness there was in the coarser sou hut his great hand shook so the water not blind, was affected with a disorder | heme.
of food consumed has been true the insects, &c., may injure it more
the hoops are joined together merely by juantity
or less,
ot h'T husband.
yet all the injuries it is likely to
At last, a son was borr spilled over the top; hut of course I of the nerve of the eye, so that he was j
The excellence of his productions is,
to be much greater than
dearly
proved
didn’t notice that. I just kept talking' wholly incapacitated for reading and , a part, transparent to every reader.— strips of material,leaving wide interstices, itherwise, and the profit derived from it sustain from these causes are not to be
to them, and the delicate mother fell in
He was ( 'ompare » hat he has written with the so that the whole affair is suggestive of it the same time is found to be much compared to the injuries received by the
to a decline, and before her boy's lif in the most natural wav you could imag- writing in the ordinary ways.
a hen coop or parrot
late
from seveie weather and
cage. Full skirts I ess. I f
bad covered its third year, the grass ha< ine, about the tine weather and the good exceedingly syslematic in his mode ofj, aost of what others have left on the
wandering about the yard causes othersowing,
arc covered with muslin or cotton stuff,
casualities.
laid its green covering over the motheri crops we were like to get.
life, and devoted five hours out of the ! s amc subjects, and Prescott's subjects,
and
cattle
to
cat more food to
iheep
j The reasons why oat stubble is prefAfter 1,- nd Prescott's superiority beams upon either white or slate colored; sometimes ess advantage than when
‘.Now say thank you,grandpa,’ I said, twenty-four to historical labors.
Ileal.
I
penned up, |
lace is used. The sewing of this covervho will deny that any additional de- erable, are that it is easier broken up,
Mrs I’ike and Aunt Esther Lee wen ; as 1 tlung out the water alter \\ estun had breakfast he listened for an hour to some , ou from the contrast. The easy How 1
the hoops would be an enoruni we can make a far better job of it
(, nand
schoolmates and had always been friends ; done dtiliking.
light reading, a novel, poem, or other en- J f bis languge, and the faultless incid tv ing upon
upon comfort, quiet, animal heat
mous task were it not for
ma- '■.
dian we could with wheat stubble, or
sewing
bcok.
He then walked for f bis
‘Thank
»o the former placed
came
out
in
md
is
a
under
he:
make
the
reader
tertaining
source
of
loss
you,
to
the
grandpa’
j
fat,
farmer?
forget
style, may
Joseph
chines. Two hundred, of Wheeler & !
other ground that had lain twelve months
care,and he continued to reside with her the soft, small notes of the little child, an hour. At half past ten o'clock his t be unremitting toil which the narrative
fes, my friend, this little matter also deWilson’s patent, are in constant use, and t
without being plowed.
But the most
until at my mother's death, which oc and 1 knew they went away down in that secretary came to his study and remained | as cost; but the critical inquirer sees!
uands your care.
G. I’. S.
find constant employment.
Several cutmportant advantage of all is that, when
currtd several years later, my aunt cam* stout old man’s heart like a sharp cutting till twelve o'clock. Another walk of an ( vcrywherc the fruits of investigation;
Dec. 1858.
Byfield,
Mass.,
ters are employed, who find plenty to do
:he barley is put in about the first of
hour was then taken,after which he went ,
to us ami
the boy went home to hi: sword.
igidly pursued, and .in impartiality and
[ Genesee Farmer.
‘Who’s that are child ?’ he asked, in to his itudy and remained another hour 9 oundness of judgment, which give au- in supplying material for the greedy
September, all the scattering grains of
father.
|
teeth oi those two hundred little iron
oats tiiat are in the ground start and
Crops la tlalae.
Joseph was a warm-heart? 1 t>ut terri a low. gruff voice, as if he didn’t dare and a half with his secretary. After t hority to every statement, and weight to laborers.
'row
dinner light reading was again resorted e very conclusion.”
blv sdt-will 1 hoy. My aunt had mor< trust it to speak louder.
up with the barley, thereby helpOver One Hundred Bushels of
A rocm on the lower floor is occupied
ng to cover the surface of the whole
influence ov r him than any other person
‘Well, now. Farmer Pike,’ savs I, to. and at six o'clock the secretary reMr. 1’rescott’s library was adorned
-orn
der
Acre.
John
is the finishing room, where
H. Willard, of icld before the hard weather sets in; and
each skirt
This triking
for she loved him almost as though h« “to hear you ask that question.
If you turned and remained until eight.
j1
portraits of Ferdinand and 1s- is
when that does occur, the barley will be
duly inspected before being packed iVilton, Franklin Co., Maine, says :
were her own child.
I believe, *oo,Far can’t tell the color o’ them eves, vou routine of work and leisure was very ia bella—ofC'olumbus—of Don Sebastian,
for sale.
Into this room the skirts
i,T
_._n_
_/_
10 firmly rooted and matted nhe surmu,t he struck stone blind, and did you rigidly observed throughout the season, j ting of roiiugal—and of most of the, ap
Hi t Pike wa< v ry fond
of his bright
-jy
J
tho different stories shove,
.,„.i
...
....
mucu by the
jast, raised Irom 60 to 2 10 buahcla of ace. iliul it will uot suit
during the vears devoted to the prepara- haracters that figure in his histories.— fall fiom
handsome h y, but he was a cold, un
an uirarag
The hard weather will of
ormce, prepared in
All my ! weather.
j Ie possessed original letters of reidi-J inrongn
lry-shelled corn to the acre.
demonstrative man. and he and Josepl shape o’ that one, anil a little round tion of the elaborate volumes.
Mr. 1 ’rcscott's mode of writing history 1, and, Isabella and Charles V., and a each floor for that purpose. Every min- arming is on a small scale, but the same i lourse kill the oats, and in ‘he spring
head that was never still, al'avs kept j
never got on well together.
ute or two a skirt drops noiselessly , mltivation
.lie barley will have nil the suiface to it.
would produce the same re
As the boy grew older his father de ihakin’ an l diddlin' round like a leaf on ! was this : we will Uko, for example, his | loco oflacc from the shroud ofCortes.
down, while on "dropping day" they ults on a
J. L. K.
lelf, and a good start.
the
Second."
last
He
as
on
a
small
a
silver
and
if
work,
The
don’t
know
scale.
termined upon making him a farmer.—
“Philip
'he historian did not usually write in
tree,
that,
large
you
fall in such profusion as almost to bury | >est
Jefferson Co., Ky., Dee., 1858.
11 it Joseph’s active, energetic nature re you can't forget that heap o' golden curls, ! arranged in his study all the books and | is library, but in a small room over it
crop 1 ever laised was in 1853,
the girls employed in the room.
When vhich was the best corn season we have
[Genesee Farmer.
volted at this life; he was bent upon go just the Color o’ ripe rye when the sun manuscripts relating to that monarch, , lade very light to meet the wants of
mce packed up, they are sent all over
lad in this vicinity for many years. The
ing out into the world, and trying hi strikes on it. 1 never see curls like which he had been years in collecting,at j, ne whose sight was imperfect. When the United
States, Canada, and even to iroduce that
rhe -Value of Lime as »; .tlannrc.
them except on one head, and that's an expense ot many thousand dollars.— f ally prepared to write, Mr. Prescott's
f irtune th^re.
|
I know the ol 1 yellov
year was 55 bu. and 8 qts.
'outh America. '1 he peculiarities of the | rom half an acre. I
to give an
under the glass a long way trom here They numbered three or four hundred I, aily task would average about seven
brown hous witness.* 1 * imc terrible con
proceed
"To what {toils and crops most beneficial— th«
of
Douglas & Sher- iccount of the various steps I pursued in
tests b.-tW'-en the father’s will, and th< now
printed volumes of all sizes. There were j ai’es d'onc of his printed volumes.— upensive patent
[uantitv per acre, aud the best time and method
different degrees of exwood,
allowing
also
some
thick
folios
of
that
matiuand
shall
“The old unit sat down on tho stoop,
eon's determination; there were harsl
twenty
lost persons with perfect vision would
aising
crop,
persevere in if application.”
and compression to the skirt, at j
threats on one side anil sullen resi**tanc< and I saw it was because his great limbs scripts, richly bound, which probably t umplain if they were daily compelle 1 to pension
ollowing the same course, or nearly,till i The extensive and
the
of
the
in
a
dewearer,
increasing use of
the
option
great
cost more than all
rest of tho collec- 'c
learn a better. The soil is a gravelly
shook so he couldn’t stand.’
on the other, until, worn out with thes'
opy seven pages from thoso charming
ime for agricultural purposes, indicate*
*
gree contribute to their popularity.
some of the
w orks |
and the land stony.
sat
“l
down
Tis
The
too.
rather
tion,
oam,
stones
though
warm,
t<
printed
made
his
mind
ocks.
things, Joseph
up
he opinion of farmers in regard to it*
There are seventy different styles of , lear the surfice had been
removed and
“run away and go to sea.
farmer,' I went on, standing in the sun are exceedingly rare and Valuable—the
The thirteen volumes which comprise
iscfulness, although there is great diverand each style has its own name, rnt into a wall. As to the
skirt,
He did this with his usual rash impul to-day, tho’ there's a good breeze from libraries and bookstores of all Western
Ir. Prescott's works are noble nionu|
component,,
of opinion on its application, so a*
much to the "brand" of inrts of the
soil I am as ignorant as most lit)
(liveness, and th n Farm r lbktf in hi the west. Speaking about Weston, Europe, from Cadiz to Amsterdam, hav- lents to his life of labor and study.— correspondingor wine. These
j o derive the greatest advantage in pronames
are
flour,
segars,
been
ransacked
j
in
armers
are
search Villi a knowledge of the facts that conby agents
respecting theirs, having no noting the growth of plauts.
wrath, lifted up hi, hand and swore sol though, I don't think he has his father's ing
and there is, for in- , neans of
Experimouth, tho’Joseph's had a way of set-, of everything that could throw light on erning their preparation, as above giv- chief!; arbitrary,
ascertaining. I only know it, mce has taught me that the best
eniuly that Joseph should not inherit
and
the
Ea
!
the
Union
stance,
Sylph,
Crystal,
, ontains a fair
of lime, having
dollar of liis property; that he would nev- tin' down tight and grim just like yuurn, | the history of Philip the Second. Ex- j n, who will not say all honor to the
portion
nost profitable mode for its application.
the Palmetto, the Opera, &c.
er s *e or spi-ak to him again to the daj
farmer, 'especially when his mind was j cept dictionaries and other works of leniory of the man whose patient toil i Balmoral,
ireviously raised a good crop of wheat s on
land. If the grass seed is
reference, hooks not specially relating to c areful training, rare scholarship, and Others again have slightly descriptive m the same land. The wheat was sown town grass
ot his d nth.
And he kept liis word made up on any Subject.
in the fall, with the wheat and rye,
names—such as the "Expansion,” the »n the sward
in
hand
were
the
excluded
from
if
see
broken
'Hut
Soon vhioh is the common
He lives in the yellow brown house,;
eroic devotion, produced the Histories1
subject
newly
you look you'll
that;
up.
"Union Corded,” the‘Honitun fine lace,’ ifter the wheat was cut I
practice with us in
f Ferdinand and Isabella, the Conquest
plowed in the Vew Jersey, as soon as the harvest comes
lonely, childless old man, broadening hi , mouth was just after pittern o’ .Mary's, the study.
while
st ill others bear titles of dread
&c.,
even to the
itubble, and plowed very shallow, say iff the next
acres every year, and broadening, too,lv
dimple in the left corner. 1; With his materials thus gathered t f Mexico and Peru, and the Rci gn of
year we apply the lime, with
mysterious import, such as the "Union rom two to four inches deep, so as to
his cold, selfish, unproductive life, th declare it takes me right hack to the about him. the Historian commenced his | ’hilip the Second !
he least delay, and while fresh slaked
and iho "Bustle Skeleton” ! 1 !
Hair,”
The
ust
first
read
cover
the
the
stubble
when
and
I
to
to
and
time
used
work.
not
disturb
Scefc'tary
|
between
linn
and
o
1
only
the kingdom
gull
.Mary
go
ind in a dry, mealy state.
It can be
Messrs. Sherwood & Douglas employ he sward. In the
school through the pasture. Whit u English h story of the King and his I Fretful People.—'Men make them-'
Heaven.
Spring, put on six ipread more evenly on the ground, and
some eight hundred girls, and the arrangeNotes
and
:ords
of
observations
twelve
to
the acre, one- s in a
One .1 ty in the late spring, however merry, fun-lovin’ crcvter she was. I lteign.
manure,
were!, elves uncomfortable, destroy the peace ments for the convenience of their emstate to be more readily taken up
lalf in the hill. I spread the manure
an old nun and
a
little golden hairei [ used always to think her laugh sounded dictated as they were suggested by the f their families.and actually make them- j
the line roots of the plants, than if
iy
are
remarkable
liberal.
ployees
They md harrowed previous to plowing; then
child stopped at our house and asked to r a good deal more cheery than the robins hook. Having freshened his recollec- dees hated by fretfulness.’ Beecher'
illowed to get wet and clammy. It is
occupy two buildings on White street, ilowed and cross plowed about ten inch*
lions by hearing this volume read, Mr. s
Aunt Esther l.ee.
'then for the tits : in the bushes as we went along.”
ays :
bund most beneficial to keep it as near
and
the
of
one
of
these
is
greater
part
is
a little
than
time in ail these years we heard of Jo
being
the
"Don't, Esther, don't,” said farmer Prescott proceeded to examine the treas‘It is not the work that kills men; it
deep,
deeper
:ho surface of the ground as practicable,
with dressing and retiring rooms and was
he
occupied
ures
had
collected.
Each
book
was
lie
his
hand
as
and
'
■
l'ike,
; worry.
though
Work is healthy.
previously broke; plowed fine, is the specific gravity or
put
up
You can for the
sejih hike.
There
is also a parlor where , hat
weight of this
girls.
from
the
taken
shelf
r
in
turns
in
the
narrow
than
could
and
his
it was more
he
hear
is,
Life had been with hi
turrows.not more than Mineral manure is so
] ardly put more on a man than ue canbcar.
“no dance o
by
that we soon
can meet their friends,and a
great,
they
,
who
library
read
aloud its title, its
wo-thirds the width the plow would
face was white as the tombstone. He Secretary,
roses.” hut a long, sharp struggle.
II
is rust upon the blade. It is not i
ind it too deep in the ground for the
Vorry
two thousands volumes of standard |
of
urn.
had married young and his children hai | hadn't called me ‘Esther,’ tho’, for more tabic of contents, and a few pages by ( lie revolutii n that destroys the niaehinibrous roots of plsots to derive the
works of fiction, history, travel, &c., to
After harrowing I furrowed the rows
way of Specimen of its style and ch.iruc- (c ry, bi.t the friction.
been taken from him, ami at last hi than twenty j ears.
Fear secretes acid, j which all have free
a
:d
the
access,
girls traight three feet eight inches apart, greatest possible benefit from its use.
Notes were taken while this ex- i \ ut love and trust arc sweet
"1 saw now was the time to strike, ter.
wife had been laid beside them, leavini ;
With this method of application are
juices.’
tre not
remiss in improving this privind put the hills two feet four inches
bun only the gulden haired b v that stooi [and, says I, ‘Yes, I s'pose it's tryin’ to animation was going on, which Were
We know a man with a patient, good [
connected several advantages. The lime
The workrooms
are
ege.
spacious,
future
for
i
to
reference.
Of
the
Covered
the
talk
about
manure in the hills
before u
thorn, preserved
j ( 'hristian wife, and we never heard him
part.
your feelins’, farmer,
:an be hauled in the fall
after the busy
dean, well aired and the work hours | iefore dropping the corn which 1
Joseph inherited the delicate constitu- but it is comfortin’ to think you've got three or four hundred volumes, a great1, peak a kind pleasant word to her, aub j "rom
put in leason is over, and when spread on the
to
an
hour
six,
course,
eight
with,of
] iberally, nearly dou.de what I wanted
tion of his mother, and his health hai | your wile and son all made out like a majority of cour;e proved worthless, be- ,] oubt if he ever did in the half century i
iod in this way, comes in more immedior dinner.
o grow;
covered the corn thoroughly
failed under all these trials. lie hai picter there. Weston, you dear boy,’ 1 ing either merely repetitions, or trails- t ley have lived together.
ite contact with the grass und
Of course, there are many other manu- | rom two to three inches
grass
hoed
the
wandired from place to place with hi called out to him as he was hunting hut-; lations of procedin t authors, or else, if
He is always in a fret. Everything!
deep;
■oots than when the land is first
1
uctorics of hoops, though perhaps noue , orn
plowed.
motherless buy in search of new strength tertlies on the grass, and he came trot- ! original,without authority. The number ^ oes wrong. You would think that he !
run
a
cultwice, having
thoroughly
In
fields
have
that
been
limed
in
in so large a scale as this.
:
part
So, with all , ivator twice between the rows before
Hut he failed rapidly, ar.d at last himsel ting up to us, ‘now go and say, ‘giandpa, j of books of real value would be thus re- v as made of
cross-grained timber, and he outcry in the
n this manner, and
then plowed, and
1
iluced down perhaps to a hundred.
newspapers against , ach hoeing, and having thinned the
Then hi wont you kiss me ?'
if, ad always been trying to digest a cross-j
gave up all hope of recovery.
ime applied to the remainder at the
irinoline, from Punch down to the petty , orn to five stalks in each hill
The huge folios of MSS. were next c ut saw. lie is
wrote to my aunt, the mother of his
previous ime of planting with corn, I always obboy ! ‘And the little fellow went up and |
eternally cross, and
it will be seen that the | o the second
the
hood, as he called her, and bequeathed ti lifted his sweet baby lace to the old man ^ attacked. These had been examined by t links that his wife and children, hired ullage weekly,
hoeing,
by
pulling up
len e a
from its being conducive : loorest
gnat difference in the corn crop;
her tenderness his only child, scared; and lisped out so pretty, ‘wont you tiss ; a competent person, who prepared a ; ft ands, and all the domestic animals have ashion, apart
stalks, I cut the corn up at the
|
o tire health aud comfort of the
female j, oots when the stalks were wilted above ind in plowing up the stubble the next
1
and
t’
careful
table
of
contents.—
four years old,
me,
digest
And the old man win
grandpa
je atered into a combination to worry ex, affords
leason, the part limed on the sod is
easy and remunerative em- 11 he ears and green below.
The old man reachedjout his arms.and The Secretary read this, and notes were h im to death, 11c is not
Cured in nuch
brought him to us was one whoinJosepl
only rusty but doyment to thousands of peoplo, who
mellower than that limed after the
as
he
hock before husking.
The seed was iod
had once rescued from drowning, am gathered up the child in such a quick, dictated
proceeded. Having thus'ft nrly crusted over with it. He is en-i vouldotherwi.se
;
was broki n, presenting a rich vegeto
overflow
other
go
(
who remained with him out of gratitudi hungry sort of way, that 1 was almost is it were taken an account of stock, and c iseil in a shell of acid secretions,through
horoughly dried by the ea.-s hung near ablc mold not observed in the other
| tranches of trade.—
[Evening Post.
i scared, and then he groaned out, ‘Oh, iscertaincd the general character of his v hich no sweet
fire.
to tkc last hour of his lile.
juices ever distill.—
lart of the field.
Aunt Esther bowed her head abovi
Mary 1 oh, Joseph !' in a way that made materials, they were next inspected in [ riction has literally worn him out. and
“l’erhaps I should describe the manure
The Potato Disease.
This discussion respecting the appli*
he
the
so
i
detail
in
the
mann
:
and
r
The
ised.
It
me
stuud
was
cow
still,
and
follcwing
those golden curls, and said, while he !
ft b will soon worry himself to death.—
stable; part
hugged
hoy
part ation of lime as a manure, reminds me
The Koyal Agricultural Society has
of
that
X
knew
irst
the
|
to
broad
Second
cona
his
with
deal
bosom,
of straw litter, if
( !f course he has never worked to
mrse,
chapter
tears dropped fast on the bright faoe tha
Philip
tight
good
the old man's advice to his son :—
any , iwarded a purse to Dr. l.ang, of ipplewas like its father's—“I will take tin
hejnever would let him go from it again,” | laius an account of the aMicatiun and last a Ivantage to himself or anybody else.— on, for a paper on the Potato, its culti- ] ■ept under cover till Spring, and one or *Put your lime,” he said, “if possible,
At this point in her story,Aunt Esther lays of the father aud predecssor, Charles \ r’ith him
wo hogs kept on it.
The largest part in
child.”
everything always goes wrong. ■ation, production and disease.
Tha
your new made sod; if you cannot
ras from horses
well grained.
The >ut it on before it is
paused and cried, aud so did cousin Alice; .he Fifth. The Secretary gathered ( 0 superstitiously believes 'it is because , ^inclusions at which he arrives are :
plowed, put it on
oarsest part, or last made, was first
“I've made up my mind,” said Aunl and 1, though we laughed at each other round him every volume,printed or MSS, t] ie devil has a spite against him,' when
he best way you can.” Though I would
"That tho disease is of a fungoid nawhich
contained
|
about
the
last
to
the
time.
muled
the
all
field
and
in
a
anything
1 truth it is
put
Eather, suddenly, one day just aftei j
heap to lot apply it to plowed land on which
nothing but his own fretful- < ure, increased in virulency by atmos( irment for the hills, the other
“Well,what happened next, Aunty ?” lame monarch. The books arc in the n 281.
dinner, and she folded up her knitting
spread.— here was no vegetable coating, unless I
iheric causes. That all manures are inVhen the heap got into a high state of
English, French, Spanish, Italian and
and looking off a moment on the dusty I asked, as soon as I could.
upplied the deficiency by a full dress*
Boston State Rouse may be the '‘hul> of urious, saving only lime and salt. That ( jrmentation 1 pitched it 070' to
One by one they were
“1 didn't stay another minute,child.— Latin languages.
road that wound like a dingy red ribboi
prevent ng of long manure.
he
earliest
Potatoes
in
should
J. T. S.
ie
hut
ripening
we are tired
it !
universe,"
ead aloud, an I opious notes were dieI just slipped round the
ts burning.
I
couldn’t.
know it is said that maofhearing
I
through the pastures of Wood side.
j
>e
Hunterdon C o., X. J.
’oken of so often.—[New York Post.
exclusively grown. That earthing ure must be
be“What have you made up your mint corner of the house,and iiurried off home, rated. When everything that related to *1
thoroughly decomposed
[Genesee Farmer.
Fudge I You are a good set of felloes in ip repeatedly with fine earth is the only ^ iire it is food for plans; hence many into do, aunty ?" asked Cousin Alice Lake | but 1 heard it come up from a heart that Charles the Fifth had thus been perused
1 iffectual
to the ravages of the
ew York, and have
a few good buildings
preventive
•
historian
than
ind
the
a
tear
for
more
to
l
hadn't
shed
?r
it must be in hat state when put on
noted,
forty
and I simultaneously, as we looked uj
began compose ^ ere; hut take
Cement to Resist both Fibe axb
1 lisease.”
as they run, and
he ground, but I have had the best luck ■Vateb.
Xiut it comforted me all the way lis work, or, more properly speaking, to ... ill will find ourbuildings
from the magazii es we were reading.
years.
Half a pint
f milk, hall n
State Rouse to lie much
“These opinions,” says the Gardner's
rhen l put it into the hill in such a lint of
“That l’il take Western, Joseph’! back to think, ‘that if Mary in heaven vrite it—for the composition had of ^ ove the Cummon.—Commercial Bulletin.
vinegar; let them aimmi r togeth“are much the same as those
j
Chronicle,
tate of fermentation as to be uncomfoit- ir till the curd
child, and go straight over to Farrnei knows what I’ve been doing' to-day .she'll ■ourse been going on in his mind during
Strain, and
vhich have been repeatedly expressed by
separates.
rhese preparatory labors.
Pike’s this afternoon.
He’ll be jusi thank me for it.
Bancroft Mills. A new Post Office has mrselves, with the
bly hot to the feet through thick boots, nth the whey mix the white of five
of
recomexoeption
The apparatus used by Mr. Prescott bi ell established at
“But we shant have Weston with us
about over his after dinner nap when we
Bancrpft Mills Aroostook nending lime and salt as a mrnure, and nd plant and cover immediately before ■ggs well beat- n up. When well mixed,
1 t oools.
I had no
get there. It’s very well for him to ttlli any more now. How shall we get along ruusisted of a frame the site of a common C >unty Maine, and John Pornroy, Esq., sp- rusting to frequent
pumpkins idd sifted quick lime til! tie whole ie
earthing up. But r beans, and but fewpotatoes,
without him I exclaimed, suddenly, lor beet of letter paper, with brass wires I* linted Post Master.
wee Is among my
as he does, so long as he don’t see the
ibout as thick as putty. Do not put
ve must
our entire dissent to the
express
*
are the most
child, but come to that, I believe ’twill all our hearts had grown to the sweet nserted to correspond with the number
unprofitable our hands into it, as it has a tendency
“Ob, she was a jewel of a wife,” said Pat,
■utfcor’s statement that disease never orn, for weeds
if lines marked. Then carbonated pap- lu mming over the loss of his better
child.
*
1 ever raised."
ba more than ho can bear.”
o make the skin sore.
half, “she
#
Lay it or every
iriginates in the lower portion of the rop
We believed it too, when we saw the
"Yes, we shall have him,” answered •r was used, and instead of a pen tliejal says struck mo with the soft end of the mop.’’
We hope a good many small farmers >art of the broken edge, and make the
tem where it sdjoins the root.”
beautiful little craature waddling cut ol Aunt Esther quietly untying the strings vriter employed a stylus with an agate j Chief Justice
vho read this account will pursue the idges fit exactly; when perfectly dry, it
Taney alwtains Iruin all so[Genesee Farmer.
the from gate by aunty's side, ‘although of her leghorn bonnet. “Farmer Pike ; .oint. The great difficulty in the way|c;
will be found to resist both heat and
amc course, and raise au equally good
ity. Lord Napier was recently denied an
<
he
f
a
in
the
more
that
when the neighbors had informed Far- said
person’s writing
ordinary ! ;n tertiew with him, in consequence of agei Halls* tub Hibiojuax, Died the 22-1 of Jaau- 1 rop. The way to do it is simple aud noisture, and the article will be ••
twenty years ago
.i
mer Pike that
i I eusible,
Joseph was dead, and he wouldn't trust any wdman in the village uanner, whose vision is impaired, arise; at d infirmities.
igtd 11 years.
trong as when new.
[Xew York Tribune.
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_Mt.VERNON

CORNER.

Mount Vernon Association.
of the Ellsworth American
1 was much pleased with the
eloquent ap
peals of your Mary Ann Jarvis as published
i«» war path and
ereourages us in encountering in your Paper in behalf of the Mount Vernon
the surround iug desert
Association, and I have been gratified to
fhieh an Oasis, is tht movement of tbs women ot
find that so many
cheering responses have
our County in
raising a monument to Washington
already been made to these appeals from the
la a mode snob as only a
-man could have depatriotic and genc.ous-hearted friends of this
woman could have executed.
Blessings
oo them !
No fear of the Republic while we Association and lovers of Washington, in
have such women among us, to raise future Wash- Hancock County.
I consider that the eningtons, should oar Country's need require.
terprise in question, which the women of
The following letter was received this
morning our Country have undertaken to accomplish,
from the Agent of the town of Brooksville, for is one of the noblest and most
praiseworthy
tho Mt. Vernon Fund.
It
To the Editor

TV* fhv Lridtn "f Homot k Count
p.
la the morel waste of this world, we meet ocwith
an
Obcis which eheers ni onward
casionally

w

*

speaks for itselfbe superfluous.
Others are notsskod to vie with this liberality;
•ae dollar constitutes a women a member of the
noblest Association which the world ever witnessed* with here and there a solitary instance one
dollar is enough, but the generosity of some
hearts is unbounded.
“Some feelings are to mortals given.
With less of earth ia them than

asm mean

which could engage their indue ce and exertion. It is identified with the
preservation of our free Institutions and

would

pohtialc

blessings.

If the

American People

are

cor-

in the belief which seems to be
strongly and happily impressed on their minds,
th;it Washington was an Instrument in the
hands of Providence to achieve our liberties
and Independence, then a sacred
for

rect

heaven,

regard

And if there be a human tear
Of passions dross, refined and
dear,
A tear so limped and so meek,
It would not stain an angel's cheek;
Tis that which pi>>us daughters shod
Over a loved, dead father's head.
It is however asked, and is
that

his memory and worth is essential to the
perpetuity of the exalted rights and privileges which his services secured; and the

possession

of the Home where he lived and

expected
every
died, and of the place where his remains now
Hancock will contribute at
least from two to three cents for every Inhabi- re}M»se 21s a National domain, would do much
tant, men, women and children, to the Mt. Ver- towards keeping in remembrance his transnon Association, so that hereafter the traveller
cendent virtues, and in preserving undiminpassing through the town can admire the beau ished our public distinctions and enjoyments.
ty of the prospect without having his attention The
object of the Mount Vernon Association,
town in the

disturbed

County

by

wtth which

the

of

thoughts

of the moral

is to rescue this hallowed
spot from private
speculation and to consecrate it to a proper
use.
The plan is a glorious one;and, as it is
prosecuted by Women, it will succeed. We
rejoice that it meets with so much favor.anJ
regret that it should find any opposition.—
The principal objection which I have heard
made to this purchase is, that the sum de

waste,

he is surrounded.
Charles Jarvis.

Brooksville, March 8th,

18o9

Mrs. Mary Ann Jarvis,
Dear Madam:—Enclosed, please find the sum
of seven dollars- in behalf of the Mt. Vernon Association to be credited

as

follows:—

Mrs, Nanoy T. Baboon,
"
Abby P. Baboo
**

A\

$2 50
2 00

Q\ Perkins

2 50
*7 00

My lists bar*

yet been returned, no that
I cannot nuke full returns, but will immediately
redeving then. I should hare returned
amount before, but expected to have been in
Ellsworth Inst week, but the storm prevented.
Yours in the cause,
not

I

ntanded for it is exorbitant and discovers the

!

present proprietor of tire property, whose eu| idity in this resj«ect should not bo gratiti-

!

charge against him
unjust. Mr. Everett has
This

j

ed.

I

and

is unfounded
not

only

de-

clared that he could have received much
more
for it from private individuals, but

Biennial Legislatures
An earnest discussion is
going on at Au-'
guHta upou tlie Governor’s recommendation
to change the Constitution of the
State, so
that the I. ‘gislaturc shall l»e elected for a
term of two years.
It discloses another singular manifestation of the difference between
theory and practice. The theory is that the
Legislature is the embodiment of the wisdom
and patriotism of the State, that those one
hundred and fifty gentlemen who
comprise
the House, and those
forty estimable citizens
who give Roman gravity to the Senate are
the best
specimens of men that can be grown
in this latitude, and that the result of their
assembling together and laying one patriotic
heart against another, and
pooling into the
seething cauldron of debate the stores of their
individual knowledge will only be salutary
and wholesome.
Wisdom .guidance, instruction, that is what we all want. Tell us, 0
exoellen tones, how to live more
justly, more
happily. Smooth for us the rugg.il pathway of political and social life and settle
some of these terrible
problems of society that
have puzzled us. And here we are
counting
the moucy value of such inestimable blessings
—find, according to Brother McCrillis' smart
calculation, that it costs us a cent apicce.and
grudge that cent ! How long, () ye simple
ones, will ye love
simplicity ? It j*s as if the
parish should say to the preacher. Give us
but one sermon a Sunday, O learned and
pious pastor, for our capacity to receive instruction and admonition is feeble. Or the I
public to the author. Do not write so many
books, 0 sage and ingenious scholar, for here
is still another, and, to tell the truth, we
have not yet read your last
Or the world
to the poet. Sing not so
frequently, 0 divine
poet, lest we die of a surfeit of sweets.—
Every bodv knows that it is far otherwise,
that crowds of impatient men and women
stand at all the slides whereat wisdom, ad-

consequences. Is it to be thought that th<
'pent up l tira. of home can contract tlicii
noble JX) were ? They must go to the
Lcgi
lature, and of course there must Ik? a I<ogisla
ture for them to go to.
Nor should they la
content with the mere name.
They must
Legislate. Major A. shall get bull calv
from
exempt
attachment,—the subject ha*
preyed upon his mind. Squire B. is nol
sure that the
potato barrels that have beer
in vogue in this State, have been of honest
capacity, and he will take the laws of that
grievance. Deacon 0. is a small trader, and
lias been undersold
by the peddlers. He
will be after the
peddlers with the very
stick
he can get whittled
sharpest legislative
out, and drive every pack aud baggagewaggon from the highways. Mr. D. is
ornithological, and will disabuse the public
who have considered the
woodpecker a bird
of prey, and Mr. E. will go down to fame
on a fresh
legislative crusade against the
ferocious animals that make horrid the forests of Maine, the beuxe, wolves, aud
loup
cerviers
Don't you suppose they enjoy it? Don't
you suppose Senator Curleton enjoys a win-

Legislature, particularly
Towns

been

occa-

an

ted

1

the result is

fol-

as

^

—

Yours

truly,
M. Notes.

JoH.t

Tremont, March 7tb, 1839.
Friend Sawyer:—
Our annual

|

meeting is past, and the folare obosen for the ensuing

town

lowing Town

officers

year.
Clark, Clerk.

Seth II.
A.

the reports ol the committed
being often followed by almost interminable
; discussions in the two branches, one or both.

hearings,

All this of course

an

Abraham Somes, Clerk.
John M Noyes, Daniel Kimball, Benjamin
Thoma.s, Selectmen Ac.
John II. Parker? Treasurer A Collector.
Benjamin T. Atherton, Supervisor.

sion of great labor and perplexity,in the way
of orders of notice protracted and complica-

II.

Seth

Richards on,

Clark, Alfred

Har-

per, Selectmen.
John G. Wilson,

Treasurer.
Fernald, Superentendnt ScKnl Com.

Oliver 11.

time and money,
and makes no groat show of business done
by the Legislature. Most matters of this
consumes

all Republicans. This is the
Republicans ever undertook to carcan
ry this town on their own strength, and you
them to the world,and that it will Ik* a great kind have now been
disposed of however .and see the resnlt, although every inch of the ground
to
him
when
it
becomes
the
of
turn
grief
the time that remains of the session will was disputed by the opposition, still we elected
Borne other Kennebec lawyer to
go to the
R.
be devoted to the despatch of every man with a handsome majority.
Senate in his
Not <
so, but we probably

Augusta, detecting plots, intrigues,
conspiracies, cats under the meal,and exposing
ter at

place.**

nly

here at home enter into their joy. Shall it
all be given up because it costs us a cent
apiece ? Let the Legislature be stopped,and
we’ll start it again by subscription, and run
\t every o>her year, to fill up the hiatus.
But why single out the Legislature alone
among the public institutions for excision.
There is the State Prison, where we are
hoarding, in tolerably good »tyle, about an
?qual number of lubberly fellows, who might
earn their own living.
There is the Reform
School, where boys of no great promise are
monition,learning.seience, genius are peddled jotting better care
and training than most of
out.eager to buy.and, like Oliver Twist, 'ask- ns can give our own. There
are the Courts,
ingfor more.' For our part weshould J.eglad
and
a
little army of lawyers
if the Legislature could remain in session all eight judges,
uid sheriffs, with expensive Court houses in
the year round,and so. hut for those natural
each County, and everybody knows that the
affections, which bind them to wives and mu unt
of verdicts in a year wouldn’t begin
children at home, we doubt not, would they.
:o pay the expenses of running them, and
There is an indiscribable sense of security in I
hat it would be cheaper and lose troublefeeling, that threaten what dangers inav.1 lonie to
forgive both debts and injuries than
there is a set of fellows, un th.-ir .it Vo
who are setting up nights to think of our o redress them. Why, then, do we mainam these institutions.
Because they fur
welfare. Besides this huge civil fabric that
shelters us and shuts us in from the out-door, 1 lish us employment, dc-velope our sentiments
: ,nd powers, stimulate our activities, liecaus'1
tent, cave and den life of savages, though a
1 hev are the social and civic instruments and
s
pi envied and complicated structure, is alter 1 xercises
by which, as in a school, we are
all a more human work and like every thing,
1 mined for a higher form of being, or aeof ours needs constant
It is *a small
repairs.
1
to the fiushnellian idea, because
blessing t * have 200 handy men of all t.ades ording
hey are a part of the adult Play, which is
annual y to inspect the decay of time,to
stop f more worth and
consequence than U’ »rA.
the leaks in the roof, t rodder the

business of

more

general

interest and

The above

:—The annual election for tho choice of

Ede.v

officers

town

off in Eden

caiue

on

appropriations

to

the

the 7th inst.—

literary

adopt,

policy
with

ol

our

regard

reversing

to

institutions

the

803.

Gori.DSBono. Tow* Officers.

fathers and of the constitution

Barney

Hill, M<>deraior.
11. AI. Sowle, Clerk.
Asa Cole, Joseph G. Hill, Samuel W.

ot

8.

higher
learning; and adopting the doctrines put
forth by Mr. Smart, that these institutions Selectmen A Assessors.
T___
ought to be self-supporting, and the State do
11. M. Sowle, A'. A*. Corn.
nothing for them at all. This blow would

Libby^

strike down at
and the

once

common

the

higher

schools, for

we

see

in

Sr.ncivirK.
M

Allen, Srlrrl'ntn.
Cole, Cler \ A Suprrvisrr of Schools.
Jr

Morgan

ed.

'frrasurtr.

MANCHESTER, 8th, 11 1-2 P. M
Manchester elect* 13 Republicans and 2
Democrats to the II >mv l>
r, 6 Republicans and 2 Deiifcr.it*. Canaan,
Claremont,
I. vine, Wall»ole Derry. L•inhoiderry, Rireach
2
New
rington,
Market, 2
Republican*,
Democrats; llehron, I Democrat; Urrdgewat»r, Hill, Durham. Madhurv. Farmington,
and South N-w blanket, each I K-pwhlieuu,
Sir tlord.l Democrat—total 42
Republicans,
7 Democrats.

Collector.

P. M. Allen

BLtT.niLt. T-.w> Orm f.r*.
Ira Wit ham. Mu it rotor A Ajtuf.
V.

Ellis, Clerk.
Hinckley, Putnam inga'ls, Andrew Sea
vy, Afir t-ntn, Assessors 4' Over seers of Poor.
K. M. Garland, ‘Ptasu’er.
J. T

Robert
Hu.ckliy, ( vCector A Const obit.
do
Augustus N. Osgood A others
Castine Town

are

in

Samuel Adams

are

meeting March 7th, 1859.
Jr., Mudirotur.

Charles Ellis. Ci

>

our our

Morgon Jr., IV. II. Sargent

I*.

Sf*

R. S.
P.

P.

—

1. A. At., 9th.
We hare footed
up 109
which give Goodwin 2,727 majority.
136 Republican representatives, and 65 democrats elected; H Republican senators and 4
Republican Councillors and 1 denn»crat.—
Every Republican Member of Cougresa electtowns

Republicans.

All
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Quaker City is below, with Fan Franrbco
advici* of the 1'Jth ult.
The steamship Hidden Ago left on that
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rie-re lmd U*. n heavy rains throughout
tin* Stale
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1 he steams ip l m l- Xon I jmJ again suii«d with trooj* for the Colorado river.
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still f retiring to march
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Wasihni.tom, March s. Th- postmaster
Central died at about
th
mornH.
ing.
had oc a-e ii«l i|. irutn,
during
whic h liv eu..,-d t
the Bill.
evidently alluding to the dftf ste,| P. ,t t itli,,
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Grindall Jr-, Ji hu

Win.
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It.

Lach, Giles We*.
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Giles

Wescott, Tkf.asi unit.
Simeon Leach, Coi.le< tor.
Isaac J. llumhatn. Taylor Wardwell, Pauiel
Perkin*, Constables.
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T. C.

bill,
death, ho
tion

from the memory fade.
And
Wish the bright annuls of the Free
The service shall recorded be,
Te ndd new lustre to the lines
Wherein our father's glory shines,
And round their daughters throw
A halo of transcendent glow.
S.od bless the women who have plann'd
And all who lend a helping hand
Thie noble enterprise to cruwn
With grateful favor and renown,
And which we trust will waken here
The spirit that would aid or cheer.
“Tie woman’s voice which breathes the call.
And let the answer fill the Hall
That both for her and for her cause
Will speak your welcome end applause.
Ifcaewher if the puree ie bare,
The- heart may have some lore to spare
should he won
Which m tit

facet
for Woman and for Washington.
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Fire.—The picker

room

of the York Man-

ufacturing CompanySaco was destroyed by fire
the 7th.

Loss $15,000.
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Congress.

Postmaster General Brown lies dangerously ill at Washington, and much solicitude is
felt at his critical condition.
We understand that in the

priation Bill,

Army Appro-

appropriation of $40,000 wa*
) made for the works on Hog Island Ledge, and
! $20 000 for the fortification at Hucksport.
an

Mrs. Winslows
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where there no proper vent fur their innovaMexico had
ting and organizing genius in such diree-! of
January.
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Druggists throughout the United States
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through all weather*. without accident. A

acquaintance of our
This will afford a tine
opportunity l»Hik ut the schooner \ uleun will show that
to learn how well that time has heen
sjient this regularity ha. not ken accomplished
and how much loss the public has
sustained, without great pcrserverancv. She »• iced ur>
to the
loading-trucks, and is covered over
by bis retiring and studious habits.
tin* head and
along the channels with tuns of
tee; H, .hurt sl.e looks like a
flouting ice-krg,
Mr. Charles Sampson of the well known
b
—[ I ravelier.
firm of Phillips, Sampson A Co., Book
pub“O. my dear," said a
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Four Prisoners bruke jail at
Paris, Wednesday night, by cutting off and breaking
the iron liars in the

indow of the cell._
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I sion Project
Oukitid XV m
from the I.ewision Journal
that the bill for the
union of Danville
and Auburn, at,
Thanks—To Hon. S. C. Foster for a
bv
copv the legislature, was submitted to
the u«,ple
of his speech on a Resolution
introduced by of those towns on Monday and
.l
himself, authorizing the Postmaster General
to contract for
the
carrying
government mails
upon a railroad to be constructed by the aid
ul the government to the eastern line
of this
part, only,
State. \\ e shall notice this
speech more fully
remainder «
hereafter,
a
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of

conscious,

wh« re th.-re
Ihurxlay.
ana
Pavis, Trkasihkh.
party contest, the K.puUuhi.* prevailed.
Luther Lord, Iknj. Muilb, Lowell Grindle Sr.-
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abated—hope it will be renewed,
Presidents in the month t
We are now trying to get
up a series o:
[Bangor Dem.
tions.
To fully appreciate the enormous extrava Temperance meetings, but find it rather hare
Then there would l>e no end to the confuwork. We shall however, keep on
of
sion which the
trying
cutting off of the Legislature gance the Mexicans in the useless article
every other winter would p*roduce uj»on those of Presidents, we have only to refer to oui : The western part of the State seems to Ik
pleasant arrangements, by which the privi- ] own nation, which got along very well du i alive on this subject.
lege ol going to the Legislature is lotted out
ring the same month with only the Soutl ! The lumber operations in the woods, hav<
for ten years to come. This
year
ville, next year iSrnarttown,and soon through side of one.—Mexico seven Presidents, an< been very successful on this river this winter
I hope the market will
the district. This year
prove as good thii
Major A., next year the United States half of one !
season.
Squire B.. then Deacon C., and so through
Yours truly,
The
Lecturing
the whole list. W e tell
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not over.
Th
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solar system, i
you
Wm. Freeman.
whose sublime order the
is
Machine
Union
“sour
stars
engaged lecturing
morning
is
not
more
together,
harmonious
than
“*98
of our Democratic cotemporaries.”
Seasoi 1
To Stanly.—Your communication nex
;
this admirable
system. As well undertake tickets free, we
to remove
suppose. The Washingtoi 1 week. We had
every other planet from the heavenalready set upas mark mat
ly circuit, and have all the rest, our world Union will be sensibly relieved by this time ter on the subject of Mount Vernon, whoi ^
w
ith
a jump, and a hitch, and
Iv acquisition.
among them,
yours came to hand, as we cau afford spue
a
jerk, ever afterwards, for what of the
There was a larger gathering at the pray
this weok. This
of
attraction.
we
Shall
equipoise
enterprise has our be* [
diminish
one half the field ot ambition for
these des- er meeting on Monday night, than at th ? wishes, and we have cheerfully devoted
perate and energetic men V|\Ve tremble lor the Concert.
large poi tiou of our papier to its
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One hundred and.ffa Republicans and 3b
Democrats elected'f8 trie House,aid 8 of tire
12 S’nators. The Republican majority in
the House will be about the same us last
vear.
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The Senate to-day gave the coipb dr-orac t
to Mr. Wiggin, rejecting his nomination os
Commissioner of the Fishery Boundaries, by
The oon.mipiicativB
a
vote of 27 to 2b.
black cats, who divulge what transpires in
executive session, say that objection was made
to the record ofhis connection with a Bank ft*
former years, and to his managemAt of some*
land sales. But it was chiefly urged that he
was not a man of sufficient ability to compete
with my
wily and diplomatic namesake,
••Perley," who so adroitly humbugged General Cushman, the original. Commissioner.
This was the view in which the appointment
was regarded by Gen. Jeff. Davis, who was
In Maine last summer, nnd who talked like
in oracle on the
subject, endorsing this opinion
that Mr. Wiggin waf not up to tto place by
giving the decisive vote against his confirmation. I believe that Gen Davis it regarded
as good
authority among the National Democrats of Maine.
The readers of thk Journal may remember
that I stated, when Mr. Wiggin was appointed, the desire of Senator Thompson ot New
Jersey to obtain this place for his father-inlaw, General Ward B. Burnett of New York.
If he should receive it now, I shall be coustrafned to think that a desire to serve an old
comraty-in-arm* had more etfect with the
Mississippian than any doubts of Mr. Wiggin’•
competency.

Xew llnmpwliirc* Elerlioae.
institu- Party lines were straightly drawn, tho result of
tions of Ileadfield and \Vestbr»>ok have occa- which was, the Republicans elected all the town
Concord, March 8, 10.30 P. M.
The Black
Out;election t»*ok place to-day for State ofsioned a good deal of controversy, but have officers by respectable majorities.
with the mortifica- ficen, three memliers of Congress ami mem*
both passed,the Resolve in favor ol the Wes- Democracy was badly struck
U rs of the legislature. The weather is stortion.
leyan Seminary at R \v Ifield h >wc*ver, by a
my and very nod lor expressing the return*,
Officers—John 8. Salsbmy, f'lerk.
hut we hope to gift enough to-ni^ht to indimajority of only a single vote. These instiSamuel N. Finer?, Sewal Salisbury, James
cate clearly the main result.
tutions have both done a great work for the Uainor
2d, Selectmen.
The towns heard from foo| upas-, fjpiJo”**
Education of the State; and they ar*‘ well deJoel Emery Jr. Treasurer A Agent.
Last year
Goodwin, 12,1 3; Cate, 8,231.
most
The
of
the
aid
receive.
James
Overseer
of
Poor.
IIamor,
Hale. Republican, 11.842; Cate, 7.300.
serving
they
Albert lliggins, David Paine, Constables.
Scoria
M.
V.
and
the
State
fatal
that
Dispatch—Concord,
Sixtypernicious
policy
seven towns show Godw in 10,800; Cate 13,the
would be that of
could
The
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are

first time the
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tance.

Massachusetts, they flourish together, and
tend towards perfection together, if at all.—
generally undertood to be the fact
Our institutions are presumed to rest on the
S. B. Basso*.
from other responsible sources. I have it
from the lips of one of the parties interestintelligence and virtue of the people; and the
leads, to |1
It may also be interesting to the
public to ed.
their intelligence, the safer are our
that individuals, chink the crannies of the underpinning, to
in
this
greater
living
County,
know that Miss
Cunningham has paid on the
put a shingle on here and mend a door there, j
institutions.
to
this
with
others
State,
living or even to alter the rooms, better the venti22d February, 1859, the instalment due on belonging
<1 be
•j
out of it, were anxious to buy this property lation,
Last evening there was a lecture at Winsupply new cupboards ami elosets, to
the 22d February, 1860, thus
saving a large on
^
K. SAWYER,.Editor & Proprietor.
L
and my informant was one stop up the fireplace and use stoves,to sell oil
speculation;
thropllall by a**l)r. Lord,formerly a French
amount of interest
mon~y. The amount cf ot the
the stoves and use fireplaces, to put in furna-!
K Ti I, S W O R T II.
Canadian Homan Catholic Brother, f the
persons who went to Mount Vernon cos and when
don’t work as expected I
principal of purchase money paid to this time
for the purpose of obtaining a bond take them out they
Order of the Jesuits.”—admis>i >n t -n cent*.
FRIDAY
MARCH
11.
1859.
MORNING,
and
in
all
is $116,666, and also interest to this date.— expressly
other
reasonagain,
for it “at almost any price’’ to run sixty able ways,make ti e house habitable, c>»nven- > M. PKTTKNltlLL A CO’S
Advertising Aeenoy, 119 On Sunday evening he spoke to a large and
The treasurer has now in his hands upwards
for wnich they would have given a ient and comfortable. And instead of ap-! Nassau St.. New Y<»rk, and 10 State stf-et. B**'t4<» S dis-isfi*si audience in the Baptist church.
of $30,IKK) to apply to the next instalment of days.and
M. P. A- Co.,
the agent-* for the Americas, and th*uiost influential and largest circulating N ew«|.,ij«T5
bonus. Mr. Washington declined to ne- predating the services of these men, here we
The performance was of a low, trifling and
large
and
interest.
$41,666
because they do so much lor us,
nited State-* and the Canadas.
authorized
Tiny
grumble,
lowt.it rairt.
gotiate with them for the reason that he was because they sacrifice their own comf >? it for to contract for at
superficial character, that was f. It t he
Elizabeth J. Montgomery, Secretary.
under Some obligation to sell the property our good, four months instead of six weeks.
P. NTLKS. (successor to V. R. Palmer'1
altogether unworthy of the evening and tic*
Newspaper
| Evening Post.
Avertisinv’ A<eut, No. 1 Scollay’s Ruildiiqr Court
to the Ladies, who have now fortunately se- And we arc trying in all ways to snub them
We do greatlv wonder that such
Street. Boston
Authorized to receive advertisements place.
and
hurt
their
Extract of ta Address delivered at Hamlin cured it. W hatever other
feedings, proposing to prohibit | for pajier, at the
rates
required by
men
should find such easy access to the
objections are or their
other
and
to
acting every
year,
Hall, Columbia, by Wm. Freeman Esq., on Wompay
may be raised through misplaced prejudice them by the job for what
pulpits of our churches, or that a certain
they do, to stop i'
an’s Eights.
Biennial Legislatures.
class of hooks in exposition and denunciati n
against this enterprise, it is joyfully certain their pay alter bO days, as if that would I
they cannot prevent its success. There is make the slightest difference in the zeal with
There is no work to merit true,
We copy a very philosophical article from of Humanism, should Ik? so widely read i
which they would serve us afterwards it the
a spirit abroad in favor of it which cannot
That woman undertakes to do
j he Machias
Republican on Biennial s ’s>»i ons Christian families, being a-* they are, of the
it. What would be!
In which by winning word nr deed
be resisted. It would be almost as easy to public good required
thought of an audience to whom some learned >f the Legislature. Bro. Talbot depicts the same character, and as corrupt and corruptShe will not prosper and succeed.
as
Sue*s eel chrated ••My-iteri<> of
stop the flowing of the tide or to change the men offered to lecture up -n a useful science ises of “The State
When men hud failed with all their toil
Debating Society” s<> ing Eugene
It is a matter of pride who should say : you may lecture, if you
course of the wind.
Paris.” But the Dr. feels that he has a
To raise the monumental pile
and
tells
in
such
a
half
iraphically,
pathetic,
that this spirit has been strikingly manifest- will agree not to speak more than twenty
Or rear aloft the hallow’d frame
work to d >. that the mantle »,f Luther
minutes, or who should interrupt the results i.ilf humorous and truly serious manner, the great
Of Washington to future fame,
ed in the city of Portland; and through the
has fallen up m him, Louise, forsooth, h>
studies
of
the
of
his
life
*vils
to
he
from
and
the
tic
discoveries
apprehended
doing away
Fair woman taxed her sovereign will
efforts of the true-hearted Woman mentioned of his
a cirgenius by such ill bred remarks as if ono-half of the sessions of the Legislature, dreams of Luther eery Sunday
And crowned the work on Bunker Hill
in the beginning oi this article, it has not these : 'Times up' •Dry up. <j!d frlloic
»rtance as
And there it stands to bless the sight
imp
hut we have become more than half convert- cumstance of about th** s.ini
The legislature
in coming down East, as far as Ellsworth, Shut off gour gas. Doct> r
Of all, who love the cause of right,
that of th'- old lady's hen that laid ail egg
is in a delicate position.* They can not tell 'd t<» his sensible theory of the uses of “Stat"
Or know how much the freedom cost,
lost its patriotic virtuejand I hop#'it will
how
eVvry
tho
Societies.”
We
day and t.v »*ggs Sund
and
the
their
hud,
people
important
WKic.H is
Debating
necewsary
upon
buae>(,
glurr and
hi it an equal life and efficacy as it passes services are
We have had two r three d vs ..f
without oversteping the bounds irst view of this matter, come to the conclu1And when no art that men posses*d
through the County that boars the name of of modesty.
From sacrilege and shame could wrest
ion that our Legislative machinery was run inglv pleasant, spring-like weather, but toAgain, Dr. Bushncll has written a proThe Home where Freedom's Saviordied,
Washington, where its claims should be rewe are
saying, it will storm scon.—
found book, in which he has proved that :oo much—that it performs a great deal of day
Her power; resistless woman tried.
ceived with peculiar welcome and support.
There
is a good deal of snow on the gr mnd
is
lab
to
but
to this
Ac.;
Work, and this is worth mperlluous
Play
superior
And with the Patriot Sister's hand
according
And now, Mr. Editor, let me kindly ask.
thinking about. Along comes an old eco- liore rational view, the Legislators obtain a here and throughout the country above here,
Preserved the credit of the land.
while as Anti-Slavery men of the North, we nomical curmudgeon and he bores us with
and it it should he carried off
Her will and wish have struck the chords
suddenly or
;reut deal of good by these annual meetings,
assertion, that om half of the laws artare unalterably and heartily
Which waken deeds as well as words;
with rain, tile river may he
opposed to the the
tnd
are
worth
more
than
exacted to show
cost.—
made
to be repealed, that|three times as many
they
they
the
heart
And from
and purse will flow
eitcnswn of Slavery, and have generally consome signs of its
might.
charters are granted us there are
The means they must and shoula bestow.
companies But if the improvement of the members in
ceded that this Institution should remain
organized, and that new legislation is never lebating is the real good obtained, why not
Qvis
ere it is too late
To
purchase,
us in
undisturbed
the
it
suffice!]tlv beneficent to compensate for evils (Jf
States, where
by
And save from an ignoble fate
•house and pay them for two years, and have
the
Bless
change.
Mr Editor
I am pi a- 1 t.. notice that
your old soul, who does :h*' second
That sacred spot. Mount Vernon named,
may constitutionally belong, whether we
winter spent in managing a minnot know all this.
Rut if new laws don’t do
such flattering evident* s exist of the willingBeyond all other places famed
always manifest sufficient charity for those, the >Mto
ature
in
each
h_k!
don’t
District?—have
see
they
a
do
the
Legislature
my
you
As the possession of the Man
who. living in a Slave State, may through
legislators a great deal of good? Men must go <rt of travelling, or rather, home exhibition ness of the people in this village to sustain
Who carried out the noblest plan
be the owners of Slaves—whether to the Legislature and when
of the Gospel.
I understand that
necessity
there
A valiant p*ople could devise;
they g.*t
»f Legislative display. Somebody has called preaching
it would not be more just “to praise where they must legislate: there must be the illusion
Hev.Mr. Tenny's Society has with alacritv
And where the rich and glorious prize,
ur County Teachers' Conventions, "Travelof doing soncthieg or tic whole charm is
The Freedom which they now possess
we can and condemn only where we must”—
increas'd the amount usually raided; and that
gone. But if our curmudgeon asks, what ing Normal Schools.” Let us the second
uinujn
piVKi
and whether John A. Washington, so far as are such laws made
commendable
interest is felt t
sustain the
for, we illustrate our rear, by all means, have home Legislatures,
Though first in war, lie still was first
it regards the disposition of the Mount Ver- answer.
Kev. Mr. Cole, an<l II v. Mr. Mitcliel, an!
Not long after the last expedition
Id peace and every human trust.
>r
Distiict
Legislatures.
«.<• 11..
ir
r„;.i
(tint !;tw.«»,i
non estate is not entitled to the application
Thin sacred spot which now contains
The item of expense is of no particular acwith the mania of Arctic martyrdom,
Within its bosom his remains
of the first part of this rule, instead of being
was]
that
It will also Ik* roc llect.d,
describing the route and march <.f the pro- count and should not bo put into the case. that purpwe.
Will to his country soon belong
denounced by the imposition of the last.
the fairs hcM her** f<»r the purp*o>?
f
in
the
of
a
trip,
shrewd
and
hearing
!t
is
an
posed
but
the
real
ohAnd there the People then can throng
insignificant matter;
Much might be said on this subject, but I somewhat sarcastic listener, who
Around the Tomb that holds his clay
interposed ection lies m the constant and persistent ef- i aiding the Baptists and Methodist* have Ih-.-m
What had he gone for ? iu
have already protracted this communication this question :
The tribute of their love to pay;
unusually well p-atrouiz vj. All this sp«aks
h* searched nt'f'.r?
Such laws are' made to \ orts uf all legislators to both make new laws well
And o’er the ground which he has trod
for the liberality of <>ur citi/. ins and
beyond the limits I intended. I will only be
md
mend
old
ones.
If
the
some
occasion for further
repealed, they give
plan can be de- their
44To muse his praise" and thank their God, adn—but in
so may be thought guilty
doing
regard for the Sabbath an J it* instituDon't
legislation.
you suppose the voung rised whereby no n \v laws shall be perWho to our land a Leader gavo
of the same want of charity that 1 have just
tions. There is also a great r t »rin for the
of jurisprudence learn some laws in
Its rights and liberties to save.—
sprouts
and no old ones mended every other
ected,
! better in regard to t-tuperance. While I
To woman who has proved so true
imputed to others—that in my estimation tii- ir moot courts, besides enjoying them rear, let it be done
? Don't y- u believe *be‘li’igh School
by all means, even if we would not
The honor and the praise is due
there is no reason consistent with that vener- hug* !y
deny that more liqii -r is drank
and
scholars get hold of a great teep the Legislature on the course, prancing
For having saved this blest domain
ation which should be cherished for the mem- deal Academy
and sold here than is for the g-*»d ..f the
of manly wisdom and
When other efforts had been vain,
manly tact in md neighing and eager lor the race. But
; community, yet I cannot help b. lowing that
ory of Washington, and tiiat regard which debating by the yellow glare of tallow can- is to the idea that
From private lucre and abuse
any considerable num1>er there are but few towns in our State
ot tin*
should be felt for the welfare and reputation dles :—-which was the greatest man, Julius
|
For Public and the noblest use—
C'ajsar or George Washington ?’ The Maine A' men have an inexpressible desire to go to size of
To teach the virtues that inspired
Ellsworth, and with its busin ss, that
of our country, or even for the generous in|
i*
he
worth
and
have
out
the
Legislature
Legislature,
cyphered
The deeds and valor which acquired
maintaing annually us
stincts of humanity, to warrant any justifia- a State
; is bo free from this curse to humanity.
Debating Society.
irae when each aspirant will he the great
And by their work and influence pure
s all a mistake to
ble
to
the
It
men
off
Observer.
leave
opposition
present enterprise
Our civil blessings to secure.
sup»pose
!] leeted, it must he a mistake.
Nobody can
which I am constrained from principle and playing as soon as they grow up. The disNot only so, but how to find
Ellsworth, March 7th.
want
to
in
the
tinction between xmrk and
represent “Higginsville”
Legis an arbiThe moral treasures of the mind
feeling to repeat, reflects the highest credit trary and unscientific one. play
II »w much of. slature, if he has a home of his own, unless
F *r these, each tree and plant and flow’r
on its originators, and will redound
to the what we call business ever comes
CUERRYFIELI) MarCO 21, 1 *■’>?.
to any re- lis wife
Will teem with an instructive pow’r,
belongs to the strong-minded class of
sult ? \\ c think it is work, and
Mr. Editor : I have been glad to see so
praise and honor of its supporters.
And ev'ry blade of grass that grows
grow very lumans. The idea is
preposterous, though
Since writing the foregoing, I am remind- stupid over it. but long comes some casualty,
Will there some useful truth disclose.
much in your paper in lavor of the Mount
:here is no accounting for tastes. Men, there
or panic, or fire, or
.-hipwreck, and it all
Its brooks and rills and gushing springs
ed that 1 have alluded to this subject in an
Vernon Association.
I think it does you
an abortion: and we find, that it was
that
have
set
their
wits
at
to
work
mvebeen,
proves
Will flow with holy murmurings.
Address prepared to be delivered in llamlin mere
credit and will add to the popularity of
so far as any result is concerned, I *et into some
play,
and
comfortable
The lifjht
air, that hover round,
reformatory io.stituHall, Columbia, on “Woman's Rights;*’ and except the entertainment and culture it afIn consequence of these notices
With inspiration will abound;
;ion, during the idle time of winter, and your paper.
as it will
1 was induced Some days since to say a few
And all which strike the eye and ear,
probably be delivered before it can fords. The only reason why men are com-; when
had
nj
of
their
led
to
they
abiding place
work i« because they get to lx* e*!
pel
Will light a smile, or draw a tear.
words to show my approbation and
appear in your paper: and for variety, I
pleasure
and old,that you can longer interest jwn; but how a sane man, well housed, well
Its long accustomed paths will show
send you an extract from this production, cunning
derived from reading the article alluded to.
them
with
and
if
there
is
play,
dothed and well fed, could wish to change
Where Patriot steps should aim to go.
anything
The subject led in«- to write more than I incontaining this allusisn which you can pub- like legislating, at which they can still play his
Its mansion once so bles’t will prove
o! tending ‘‘pigs and chickafter they get old, by all means let it be
lish if you see fit.
tended; but 1 send you what 1 have written,
The charms of true domestic love.
Lcp’t ms,"occupation
on his own manor, for that of
j
repre- and when
up.
But oh f what lessons hi illume,
Cherry field, Feb. 22d, 1859.
you have nothing else to fill your
We never went to the Legislature, hut we sentative of his town, is incomprehensible.
WiU issoe from the Christian s tomb,
P, S. In your paper of last we>ck, I no- never mw a man that
paper you may, if you phase, insert any p»art
did, who was not as
Let silence tell, lor words are weak
ticed two communications from the pen of tickled as Punch with it, and who did not
If any of our readers wish to know more which I have sent, cither of prose or
Its counsels and its hopes to speak,
poetry,
Charles Jarvis Esq., in relation to the Mount want to keep going there.
Who knows, about Dan. E. Sickles who shot
Save, that the spirit ot the dead
Key. we at different times or the same time.
what
mischief
all
these fellows, that think
pestilent
Vernon Association which do him much credHas to a Heav'nly mansion fled
We had a specimen of the dramatic skill
they can he accommodated by looking
go up to Augusta every winter to divide j
To than what Earth cannot bestow.
it. I am glad to find that my sentiments
to incorporate Jerusalem com an- into most any piper of the last week.— of two of your young men, Messrs. Kiceaud
counties,
The bliss which will forever glow—
;
j
ies, to annex Bunker's Corner, a part of the There has been any amount of moralizing Smith, at an Exhibition held here last week,
correspond with bis on thissobject.
The people will rejoice to claim
1 town of
to
C.
to
Higginsville
Snmrtown,
of
uDd
Home
wisdom
of
Thu
change and good preaching on this fruitful topic.— which discovered a good deal of talent ir
fame,
the name of John Andrew
March 1. 1859.
Fargo to John NVe copy as good a notice of the affair as wc
Kor will they port with this bequest
speaking and added very much to the enter
Andrew
Jackson Fargo to divorce from the1
While they would have their country blest
bonds of matrimony Jedediah and Jemima I have seen, from the Evening Po6t. and hope j tainment of the evening.
H»»w to prevei.t
To woman then, who has prepar'd
from getting at your
Dobbins because Dobbins cannot
I am sorry to find that the interest which
bacon in Summer.—Eat it all in Winter.
This blessed school to be thus shar'd
sleep on a it will suffice for us, by adding the result
mattress ai d Mrs. Dobbins cannot l*str feath- i of the trial when it
comes off, to what wc was so
Bjrell who would the teachings scan
warmly manifested lust season by the
er»—we sav, who knows what
Elections.—The
election
mis-!
of Bath repestilent
Of love to God snd love to Man,
city
now publish.
Ladies of Ellsworth in the cause of
chief these fellows might kick
|
Temper
at
I
home,
sulted in the election ot the Republican tickThe warmeet thanks should now be paid
up
ance has
such is

lows:

—

Election is past,

Our

in committees.

There has been a great deal of local business
to be attended to. Especially has the division of Counties and

Sawyer:—

Friend

:

Journal of its proceedings, that the amount
of really valuable legislation done thus far ii
small.
Anu still an unusual amount ot
hard work has been done by the members ol
this

Desert, March 7, 1839.

Mt.

Ai ockta, March 8, 1859.
As you say in your hut pa
i
per, it does look as if the Legislature would
“drag its slow length long." It has now
been in session more than sixty days; and il
I is manifest to all who are familiar with the
Mr. Editor

Bfnj Wiooif Kdj. Tht? following notice
of this gentleman, and of his Predecessor, ii
taken from the Washington Corespondent* of
theBoston Journal :

Town Elections

Augusta Correspondence.
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The Assassination at Wash-

Don Androna Pice, of the California Leg I
hue introduced a resolution relating
to the (urination of the territory of Colorado, GKAIJlAK PR K PA RATION.
Ye* hr day, while reverent voices in places out ol that portion uf California south of a
or
of public
were
pronouncing the line running East from Mount Diahlc.
HIGHLY fOUfBUTBATBDrOBprayer in the Litany of the Episcopal,

A PROCLAMATION
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ington.

day or

Public UraiLiAtioN, Fast I NO

Prayer

and

worship

With the advice of tho Executive Counci
I hereby designate Thersdat, tho twenty-firs1
dav of April next, to ho olwerved hy the poo
with a yenpie of this State, in accordance
Public Hum ilia
era ted usage, as a day of
tiort, rasting and Prayer.
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ALL KINDS OF TRIMMINGS

of Bulldiugs, at short notice and
they can he done by hand-labor.

i

H.l

Chas.

I

BOOTS

THICK

CALF BOOTS.
MOCCASSIN8.
of

8NOW BOOTS.

DUCK,

Ravens

CREEPERS.

Blue, and Mxed

RUBBER SOLES.

fo* overalls.

stoat

Large

A very

large

“LEATHER STORE”
No. 19.

West Market

CLOTHING !

Large sizes, adapted to the woods.

Buyers
ine,

are

at

respectfully

invited to call and

BANGOR.
MILLETT & BANGS,

>o'» 3,1 and 3 StatP Ntrrrt.
BANGOR.

FOR

SALE

LARGE SALE

AT A

BAR GAINl

f 7

Saw Mills—Real

STATE OF MAINE.

|

OF

Estate—Logs, tfc;

Closing oat

a

Large

suco*‘-.-ive1y In the Ellsw. rth American, a
MARRIVGE GT IKK—YOl NG S GREAT PHYSIO
newspaper published, m Ellsworth, in the County id
Hancock, tin- 1 «t publication to be at ItMist, thirty I-oG\t \ I. WORK, bOng a Private Instructor fur Mar
.lav* be i-.re tin next term of this Court,to be holden r»*-«l per-ums. .r those about to marry, Imth male and ft•nab-.
In everything concerning the physiulgy and relaat Ellsworth, within ami for the county of Hancock
tions ..r our sexual system, and tlie production or preven
on the fourth Tuesday of April next that they may
liuii of offspring, including all the new discoveries nevei
then and there appear and show cause if any they before given in the English language, by \V.\| YOlSG
have, why the prayer of the petitioner should not 'I l>. Tins
really a valuable and interesting work. Il
is w riteu in plain language fur the general reader, and is
be granted.
I
illustrated with engravings,
.'ll Young married jieopie
Attest, PARKER W\ PERRY, Clerk.
or those Conb mplating marriage, and
having the least imA true copy of the petition and order of Courl
pediment to married life, should read this book. It disthereon.
closes secrets that every one should be acquainted with.—
I Mill
5
it is a lxs.lt that must be locked up, and not lie aboui
I
Attest, PARKER W. PERRY Clerk.
the house.
It will be sent to any one on the receipt o
twentv-tive cents. Address KK \VM YOl NG, No. 41*
BENJ. FRANKLIN AND PROF, DE
KCEl PS Street, above Fourth, Philadelphia.
45
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A PUBLIC READING
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"CSGOOD’S
‘•.Vo

KL’R0I» at me drops,
Relief, So Pay."

OP

ALSO A LARGE

ASSORTMENT OF

Valencias.
cashmeres.

PLAIDS.
DE CHINES.

THIBETS.
AI.L WOOL PLAIDS.
i

and other DRESS GOODS which will ha iknd ft.
at a UliEAT DISCOUNT, by

Thirty Day.

A ROBINSON.
Ellsworth, Jan. 2S, 1159.

1

NOTICE.
The Mutual Store fo.
CASH,

Will sell, FOR

GROCERIES,
BOOTS At

SHOES,
HATS At CAPS,

CROCKERY WARE.
STAPLE DRY GOODS.
Ate., Ate.,
a

chased about three years since, and by him modi
tied and used in practice with the best success.
From recommendations received from those whe
have used it, be is induced to place it before th<
public upou its own merits, and warrant a euro ir
Throat Distemper, Scarlet Fever, and Ilheumalit
Fevers; and to relieve pain in body or limbs almost instantaneously,
Also, vomiting and Dys

If

PARTICULAR

N

Subscriber has a recipe for preparing the magic “Neuropathic Drops,” pur

Assortment

Rich and Low Prieed, Plaid, Strip* aad ?lf*r*4 BUfe*,
comprising Forty four different Style*, which will h*
closed out at BOSTON WHOLESALE PRICES.

i-ks

I

Square

ex-

his Stores.

Swl7

Stack at the

DRILLS,

Stock of Best CUSTOM

READYMADE
am

manufacture.

RUBBERS.

.ALSO.
A

our own

BLANKETINGS.

SHEETINGS,
STRIPES, DENIMS, TICKINGS, 4c.
extra

or

For The Ball Room.

UAOC.

Bales

Planed & Pitted.

M-««rs Edward C. Bates A Co
Boston; M***sr«. WilS' n. Fairbanm A Co., do; J
'I Be«-be, Richardson 4 Co.
d". Mjow A Rich, d s A D. II «lges Esq do; M. 8 FerOR AT II.
ry, M. lb, do; Edwin la-mist, Ksq., Koxbury; lion. J. V.
<
m
FcsH iiden, Portland Me.; (leo.
Smith, do; lion.
Franklin brought electricity fr-cn the h*av*ns to earth,
Evans, Gardner, >1- .; llonier Bartlett, Lowell; ti o Asb- but it rentainc 1 f-.r Prof Re Gkath to apply that electriinuu, Spiingfleui; tieorge Bliss, do; Wm. B Calhoun, do
city to the relief of diseased and suffering mortals—dinK. L>. Beach, do; Samuel L. Cracker, Esq., Taunton.
! « :ises that heretofore baffled the physicians' old treatment
such a* Neuralgia. Rheumatism, Pains, Stiff Jims, DeafV K SAWYER. Agent
Ac., are now
ne»s. Swelli i?1*. Palsy, Pih s, Skin Disease*,
t f. 7
F R. SW.AZEY, Ls imtninj Physician.
cured by Prof. RcGralh's electric oil in one and two diyn.
R. id this letter Ir.iin a Physician who has practiced a.ncc
lsjb—id<*> well known for comment;)

Mr

Di i : I ).
years.
In sorry

A^ent aud Medical Examiner.
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Boots.

Walking

For The Parlor

Bales Heavy Wool FROCKINGS.
Bales and Cases extra heavy DOESKINS and
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Hancock ss.—To the Hon. Justices of our Su
THE following valuable property, belonging to the Mer
chant's Bank Portland, and situated in Ellsworth, is offeree
preinu Judicial Court, next to boldon at Ells
worth, within and for our County of Hancock for sale—to wit:
on the fourth Tuesday of April, A. I>. 1858.
I. Th»* Mills, with all the appurtenance!
Represent the undersigned Robert L. and An and privileges, known as the Woodard Mills ard bi'uatec
drew J. Means, both of Rluehill, in said Count) on the Five Saw Bam, so called, together with the mill
Yeomen, that they are seized and possessed it tools,logs iuth*- river, lumber, be.
The Bennett House and
so call
their own right, in fee simple of and in five undivided sixths parts of the following describe* ed, on Water street.
3.
A
lot
of
land
on
Water
called
street,
parcel of land, with some other person or person! Jordan’s
Point, including part of Boat Cove, with wharf
to your Petitioners unknown, of the remaining
tw'. stores, three dwelling houses, two stables and carriage
undivided sixth part, said parcel of land betnf
house on the same, subject to a mortgage.
situate i.t Rluehill aforesaid, and bounded and de
4. A
house and lot on Cour
scrib d as follows, to wit; beginning at the South
street, known as the Bluisdell House, and now occupied bj
< a-t c<>rri**r of land
on which James Means lives
Addison Pool.
thence by the shore of Rluehill Ray; Easterly t<
Also lor sale. Ticket Lot No.
in Town
a
Spruce tree <»r rocky point, ninety-four rods a ship No. 40, 1 mile square.
Tlie above property will be sold in parcels to suit pur
right angles with said J .lines' Eu-terly line, t’.ienci
and on the most liberal terms.
Northerly twenty five degrees to the road leading I chasers
For particulars inquire of the subscriber at Ellswortl
from John Friend's t<> Mclleard's Stream; thenci
ABN'O WISM ELL.
t>>
said
sail!
road
James’
Eastern
line
by
Westerly
Dec niebr. Id. 18&8.
43tf
thence Southerly by said James' Eastern line t>
the first mentioned bound, containing one hun
dred ard twenty-five acres .nore or less, and y>>ui
Petitioners represent that they cannot possess
I occupy or improve their said parts to good ad van
tape while the same lies in common and urtdivi
ded as aforesaid, but wholly lose the profits thereof; wherefore they pray that notice may be issued
THE undersigned, having taken the Sail Lof
in due form of Law and that their said portioi
recently occupied by the late A. G. BROgKS, ari
may be set off and assigned to them in several tv
now
from other proprietors, and as tenants in Commit
prepared to continue the sail making bush
: between themselves of said fivo sixths
parts, ut> ness in all its branches, at the lowest reasonable
ever
prices, and in u workmanlike manner. We vhal
your Petitioners shall
pray.
UORERT L. MEANS.
keep a complete assorinent of
ANDREW J. MEANS.
TltliUifllM.SS AM) KOPr,
J
Robinson
Hale
their
Att y s
Ry
!
Ellsworth, Mar. 2 >th,
and will also furnish DUCK when required. The
patronago of the id friends of Mr. Brooks is reSTATE OF MAINE.
spectfully solicited. To all who may want any
thing in our line, we would say giro us a call and
HANCOCK; s«—Supremo Jjdicial Court, Octo> we will guarantee entire satisfaction.
I
her Term, ]8*>-S.
SIDNEY FIFIELD 4 CO.
On the foregoing Petition it is ordered by the 1
49tf
Ellsworth, Dec. 27, 18J.8.
c. urt that notice of the
pendency thereof be given
to all persons interested, by publishing an attested

CURES GUARANTEED.

1-

* l\ M.
....

Bales of

notice.

per cent less

I

w.

<

short

Ellsworth, Mar. 3d. 1853.

s«

M

I

at

SNOW BOOTS.

I

k Co.

1859.

Bales Extra stout Scarlet,
TWILLED FLANN ELS.

Sale.

E. 1*. CHAMBERLAIN.
CHARLES II. BARTON.

id suo-*..-r.b'-d before me tins gd 1 .1 iy •! N >mW \l.l* ill ltd AUD, Alderman.

Wednesdays
Thursdays and

Tu-sdavs, Thursdavs and
»1 ..lavs, W-dnesd iv

Tu-ii.'-.

for

▲LAO

tion of Lumbermen to his LARGE and desirable Stock of Goods, adapted to the trade,

among which are
Balts Extra Heavy

H iving boU'/ht and fitted up a lot of Machinery for do; ing the al»ive kinds of work, and having had much exjwrh nce in the husiu>-!*'<, we think it will be fui the a*lva
t.ige of those wishing Ur the above kinds of Work, local
at oursh*>|> uni t-vauiine for themselves.
Shop >u Water Street near Piue Street. Machinery a
the Mills formerly owned by Col. John Bi.a< a.

by r-liable and responsible Ucrtiflc.tten frotx
>1 -I..- il < >lleg.-s, C l'-rgviU'-n and other*.
Pr* p ii-d and sold by
li T. lILLMlioLP,
in

at

living

smallest

Tho's /. White

done, and Newell Posts turned.

rep >rta 1 I

Ask Ur UELHBOLb’s—Take
Other.

at

r.v-

Mill

mt

todays,

m

eviv;

v.

been

the

XVOULD respectfully invite the atten-

PLAINING) & SAWING

BEWARE OF COUNTERFEITS.

Malls,

ol

lias

Eng-

Lumbermen’s Goods.

ALL KINDS OF

7 /" To bt nat of C. (i Peek, and of all Uruyyists
ant I halt’s throughout the United States, Canadas
and British Trounces.

IIUwoilJi.

from

hand

Clapbjards

\o. VI Moulli Tenth mi. b.-lotv ( hist
mil Assembly Buildings, I'lula.

l.vd'.lsn

anil

I

i\

en

JOB W 0 It K
dune

Ur

me, an Allrtnan of th»
1IKI.MM H.D, Ui
list, wl,.
> »
in d*h-s say
Unit Iiis preparation coutii.i*
M- r< urv ..r injunous Itrug, but are purely
li T lll.LdH-Jl.l'. hue Ma.iufietur.-r,

Tracheal and

•••<*. and

Peck.

\i

b
I

r's I’uun nary lUlsam.
.iu«i vldotii ever tads to cur- l\ ti.
11

I-"

]

A.SD

2ft

Price $1 per Bottle or six for $5, Deliver
ed to any Addre-H,

p 7

nKI.iK

i-t III too We ii.-stire
you.
>npj -<-. tor instance, y.u had gone with
os. g-ntlc r.*a hr,
be},
.re
1 ist, t » the
night
house ..t our friend \ugu.-tus K. n.*i.iis on
Nate
rt. ju.-t aft. r tea, and had l».*en an
.-ye w ;tii*—. ol tic (to him) tines) cc-ted visit
of thr.-e -«• re and more of his
n* ig In*r-.
kinsfolks and friends, who came, not as the
1 »ve to the ark, just
Inuring s-une green
thing, hut .u.di hrinji’ g some piece .,i pre
cions tin plate, a
present t • him and his
lady in honor of the tc .th anniversary of
their marriage.
!< you had h-*en ns dd as Methusaleh, and
ha-1 kept hotis-* all the while, y m vvould
bale > e. n pn/./h-! to km w whit all tie* arte h-.- brought
were
de-igi.ed for.
Hutv\ei
and
-l:i JJ,
p I.s, ! .rg
-rringer-.
r-.i-.ike
uim
-.imm:n
appm-vi>rring-.dr* !,*••
boAi’s, pail.-, 'ii-ii c.i\.ts, .am'- r
i.ii..! .t*i.h -priakl-r-, ill if '.l ight
b..xfH uii |
shining tin h.iP, b.-j i
many .1' .-r .-uri m*
and gr-.r. s.pn Iv
,ip.*d .irtnf ..f the -mij r*-ci<m- iu< t.il, all j 11«<l m gluriuiiH ciifu-n
in th»' to Me, and
Firming s.,*,iiiiii.glv a
«t..rk -nil]. i.-iiL t
last the family till ’tin?
should
c .m •.
g,'ld-n h-.|ding
11*** lri»*rds did not forget other elements
nf j.'ility, lor 1\v» r“ there not cunnin
musicians with tl cm who could
play th
lint**, guitar and piano, and those who could
-ing also ! Ev' ti so. And there was music
and song to swell chorus of mirth.
Igite in the evening Robinson, like a
thoughtful fellow as lie is, looked in to see
if ice cream, Ac., A., were wanted.
And the good Pastor came too, a* d at the
supjHT he asked the hF ssing of the Father of
all mercies on the family and on the friends.
And so the evening sp*-!
merrily and ha) pilv
on. and every Is -Jy
enjoyed th.*mselv**s, w r>
glad they came, and went home wishing they
had been married ten years.
[Portland Advertiser.
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failur-
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Deluite, Abram Far
Milliken, Hancock; StcphHankins, Amherst; John I*. Saunders, Aurr ra
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100.000 Bottles Have Item Mold,
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in the New

ed to furnish them

Square,

BAITOOR.

OK

MOLDINGS OJ-’ VARIOUS KINDS,

SCIENCE AND FAME,
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•pe i il Agents f»r llarpr’s I* hlicati >ns
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\»*nr •*( ni,ii ri illin-i\ unk..«. .HiNtoiii i,mi

M -es H d<- has it.per in out f»r M ire!>
W s received a *11pv through A
Williams
Co., Ml W.ishingt n >t. B .-t m. who ar

st

1

1

I

d

.'kt,

-;

*iir11

id

tlw*

Moi

J iivfiling I*

I

an

John W. Whitaker,
j1 gent,
Ellsworth; John

Ship and House loinering,

it does great good
Uas*-* of from one week to thirteer
I years' standing have been effected. The mas* of VOU Nin
|x»sseisiou of the Proprietor
[TAKV TESTIMONY
voucHng names well known to

1

retail at

use

Ellsworth, Feb‘y 16,

COFFINS

_£j
One hundred dollars will b** paid to any Physicians who
ran prove that tin- Medicine ever injured a
Patient* and
tin testimony of thousands can be produced to prove thal

an

or

in

now

B. F.

ture.

wiili the greatest accuracy an I Ohemicai knowle lg- and
e.ir
d»v .t.-i| m its combination.
See Prof. DfcWLKij'
aluahl.- Works on the Practice of Physic, and most of
the late Standard Works ot Medicine.

e

k

States, is prepar

West Market

to make and sell

HH eled and most substan-

Foundry Buildings,
THOMAS,

Desks,
And other kinds of furni-

Is prepared directly according to the Rules of
PH IIUIH T A\l>CIIK.TIIS.TKV,

■

i,i

Ploughs

land

wholesale

right

the

the best mod

tial

1

EXTRACT BUCHU

secured

of

one

•i'

■

..

| having

Bureaus

Remedy.

■

-•

THE SUBSCRIBER ,.1 having established a
in ELLSWORTH,and
Plough Manufactory

Doers, Sash, Blind*. Window Frames. Tables,
Bedsteads. Sinks,

kept

No. 19,

PLOUGHS!!!

!

A BARTON.

blllty

«ho fil- ly bust of abilities a ti
ref-r tic<».
Citixens
-v
••
11 iv el them, aud save L -ng .Solh riny; Money
K\|»omiiv. bv se,„ti ,g .,r -Iliog f *r a botiic of this
r I .U: at’Ki'IFIC KKMK.'V,
I all iys all pain and
fl.iniination, is jierfeclly pleasant in its last--and -d- r, t ui immediate in ils acliou.

LADIES

REFERENCE.

If you are suffering with any of the above distressing
ailment*, th- H.l Il> LKI’KU’T HI UHL' will cure y m.
,• mine -d ..f us etlicacy.
Try it and
llKWAKK ok QUACK N1 •STRUMS A QUACK DR3.

o

o

!

as

CHAMBERLAIN

is most terrible ! and baa brought thousands
lit "is-.i-ids to untlineiy graves, thus hUsti <g the amIt can be cured by the use
bition of many noble youths.
of this
1

■

Winter

Searsport—A. O. EF.LS; Belfast—D. I). PINKHAM; Camden—.1. W\ K. NORWOOD;
Rocklam—E. 11. COCHRAN;
TnoiiASTON—B. JACKSON. Bcckspokt—W. W. WHITE.
VKAZIK, LOUD A CHMBERLAIN, Ellsworth.
CRANK & Co.
6tf
Bangor, Feb’y 25, 1S59.

>>

i

the

:—

iir"n
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i

ed is satisfied tbit this
profit. The undersign
plough requirea less [ j draughting purchase,
,and will turn a better
| is more easily held,
ROUTE.
now in use. Ithastakj furrow than any plow
All business attended to with care.
Money on the premium at sev *1^ eral State and County
Collections
and Merchandise forwared as usual
and at the Han 11 cock Connty Fair war
made. Bills of Exchange procured on ENGLAND, Fairs,
used to do the plough | j ] ing for which two pra
IRELAND and SCOTLAND.
agrin all cases receipts for money sent by this miurns were awarded. 1 1 The trade will be supExpress will be returned.
plied at a liberal dis Tf\ count from retail pri^
OFFICE IN BOSTON, No. 11, State Street.
ces.
Farmers and oth.
ers
wishing to purOFFICE IN BANGOR, No. i, Strickland s Blooa.
are respectfully
solicited to call and exchase,
AGENTS ON THE ROUTE.
Hamfdks.T—R. WASGATT; Fraskfort—0. S.8IL8BY; amine for themselves. t-^SHOP, 2d FLOOR,

Indisposition
Exertion, Loss of
Power, Loss of .Memory,
Difficulty of Breathing, General Weakness, Horror of Disease, W>ak Nerves, Trembling, Dreadful Horror of Death, Night Sweats, Cold Feet,
Wakefulness, Dimness of Vision, Languor. I'niversa! Lassitude of the Muscular System, Often Enormous
Appetite, with Dyspeptic dymptoms, Hot Hands
Flushing of the Body, Dryness of the Skin,
I’allid Countenance and Eruptions ou
the Face, Pain in the Back, Heaviness of the Eyelids, Frequently Black spot*
Flying before
Hie Eves,
with Temporary Suffusion and L-ss of Sight; Want of attention, Great Mobility, Restlessness, with Horror of
Society. Nothinu is more I-.-sir* Me to such Patients than S .Ijtude, and nothing they more
Dread for fear of thems«lves; no Repose of Manner, no Earnestness, no
Speculation, hut a Hurried
Transition from oue
question to another.
These symptoms, if allowed to go on—which this medicin* iuvanahlv removes—soon follows L'l88 Uf PoW Ell,
I ATI ITV, AND EPILEPTIC FITS—iu one >d which the
pa'i- nt may expire. W ho can say that these excesses
are not frequently followed by those din-tul diseases—INFINITY VND CONSIMPTION f
The r»c«*rds of the
IN- \N e ASYLTM8,and thetuelanch-dy deaths by CONST MITION, bear ample witness to the "truth of these assertions.
In Lunatic Asylums the most melancholy <*xhihitiou appears. The countenance is actually sodden
and quit** destitute—neither Mirth or Grief ever visit* it.
Should a sound of the voice occur, it is rarely articulate.
“W ith woful measures wan despair

Infallible

during

arriving same evenings.
NO CHANGE OF MESSENGERS ON THE

to the Afflicted!!!
to

D«

their express

Also will leave Bangor for Boston direct by
Railroad every Wednesday Morning, and from
Boston for Bangor direct every Friday Morning,

the Pallid Cheek.

Joy

run

LEAVE BANGOR FOR BOSTON every Monday and Thursday Mornings, via Hampden,
Frankfort, Searsport, Belfast, Camdeu, Rockland,
and Thomaston.
RETURNING.
LEAVE BOSTON every Monday and Wednesday for Bangor via the above named place*.

It cures Nervous and Debilitated Sufferers, and removes
all the Symptoms, among which will be fouud

jubli<?nT

1

From whatever

fo

charge
the circumstances a peculiar pathos.
advice.
Key was unarmed; he had no means of defence, and implored his adversary not to kill
IMPORT ANT TO FEMALES.
him. The prayer for mercy was unheeded :
DR.
CHEKSKMAN’S
Sickles was armed with one of those deadly
instruments which carry several instantane- j Prepared by Cornelius ].. ('hecscman, M. D.
New York ( ity.
oils deaths; he fired three times in succession, i
The combination of ingredients in these Pills are the reand two of the balls took fatal effect.
sult of a long and extensive practice. They are mild in
The provocation which Sickles alleges,was
their operation, and certain in correcting all irregularities,
the criminal intimacy of Key with his wife.
Painful Menstruations, removing all obsructions, whether
The friends of Key, it is said, deny the from cold or
otherwise, headache, pain in the side, palpicharge; but the accounts from Washington tation of the heart, disturbed sleep, which arise from interaffirm that Mrs. Sickles has fully acknowledg- ruption of nature.
ed her guilt.
We should not wonder if this
TO MARRIED LADIES,
were true.
Mrs. Sickles was married to her Dr. Oheeseman’a Pills .ire invaluable, as they will bring on
out
at
time
when
she
not
husband
a
was
the monthly j»vriod with regularity. Ladies who have been
yet
of her girlhood, and she is even now but disappointed in the use of otl.et Pills, can place the utmost
of
of
The
character
confidence hi Dr. Chet-seuian’s Fills doing all that they retwenty-two years
age.
the husband too often corrupts that of the present to do.
NOTICE.
wife, particularly at the impressible period
perpetuat'd.
“Curst's,” it is said in the They should not be used during Pregnancy, as a mis
| of early youth.
Given at the Council Chamber, at
would
lesult therefrom.
•
carriage
certainly
“come home to roost;” and so,
Augusta old
this tWWrtV-fburth day of Feliruary, in tin it pjoverh,
Warranted purely vegitable, and free from anything inbe said with truth, do adulteries.—
!
may
year of our Lort^one thousand eight bun
Sickles was excluded from decent society m Jnrious t» life or health. Explicit direct I ns, which should
b* read, accompany each box.
dredand fifty-nine, and of the Independ
Price fl. Sent by mai
this city long ago; and it would !>o almost a
on enclosing f 1 to the General
Aireut. S>ld by one Drugeuccof the United Stitts the eighty-third
miracle if, in the school to which he took
in
town
in
l
Stat
gist
the
iiitcd
•«.
For sale by
G.
every
m.
lot
Morrill.
j his young wife, with her character yet un- Peck
Ellsworth, Me.
By the Governor:
formed. she should have preserved her innoR. B. HITCHING*,
Noah Smith, Jr.. Secretary of State cence.
General Ayrat for the
We do not mean to extenuate th*‘ injury
j
j done by Key to the man whosocooly took his United States, lf>."> Chambers, St., \> w iorfi
Book Notices.
To whom all Wholesale orders should be addressed.
life; it is one of the greatest that one man
‘•Father and Dauohtfr ; a portrnitur 5 can commit
against another. But there are
MoYVtPr*! RoIIipw!
Hot her*!
from the li e. By Fkemrira Bremer.- stall's of social existence in which mutual
Don't fail to proAn Old Xur-e for f'hildren.
toleration i* the rule f conduct, and Sickles.
Translated hy Mary Howitt. Philadelphi
in acquiring so perfectly the ntoials, should cure Mrs. Winslow's Soothing Syrup for children
T. B. PftTHuni Brothers.
also have acquired the philosophy of the Teething. It ha- u" equal on earth. .No mother
Complete in one large volume, neatr cl.ins to which lie belongs. It ill became who has ever tri"d Mr-. Winslow Soothing Syrup
bound in cloth for One Dollar and Twenty him, who is so careless ol his own conduct.
'..‘Ip n w J1 c.■ c !,-■ rt t<- let her child pass
five Cents or Two volumes, paper cover, fo to set on foot investigations into the morals thr -ugh im 1 i -r ■i-ing an I <• rit i .il peri"! of teeth*
«»f others, and to avenge a fal**e step witii
One Dollar.
g wit in ut the Hnl of this inv .ilttabli preparation,
d -ath
N matter how nearly the oiF.-nee
l! life and health can he estimated by dollar? and
If enterprise may h*» sni 1 t • character!/
touched him, fe- should have treated it as he
i l.
nt-. it i- worth it- w< :_■!.( in
the publi-hing h< u-- if this eountry, it err treated rriminil intrigms ol the same no
Millions uf bottles ol Mrs. Vv i.i,' .n\
...thing
t.iinly attaches, in a r> ui.irkabb- degr-e. t tore iii whh h hi-own wife was ti iw conI .it"
the busitnua «*p|» ration* of Peterson am I rernod, as ;i trilling matt, r, as a
.'tat
'yriij. are -old every year in :
pleasant
Brothers who. in tin* unpr ve-lent' d p<*rio' 1 j- -t, as a thing to he pu.-sed off with a
It is an ..Id and well tried remedy.
None gensly
uf lorn than l«»rty-eight hour**. have stereo ■i!Iusi in m l a knowing | .ok, in short, as uine unless tiie Ki>* •'imiio .t f'uitis \ Perkins is
iO
and
laced
si>111**1!11• ig wfoe
tie* adult r eis intriguer on the outside wrapper.
|
ready
tvp.il, print's], hound,
silent their count-r. an entire w rk of thre
w;ts w- 1-oiue to chn.ni.de
Price only 2."' cents a bottle.
among his trihundr*sf and fifty pa«g*-*. Thev received th
urn j.lis.
C. <1. Pe'k, tullswortii, Wholesale \gent; S. K
advance »h*s*t>, from Flugland «*n \\ rdhesda
1 he man*l iver does not seem to have I'ai kin-, liang'.r, do. .'"Id by all dealer?! ii Med
nnd the lio >k w .is on saloon Friday morn aet.-d on the
ly-21
prompting of any sudden im- ccinc.
big.
pulse, bur. to l av. |wrj»etnitfid* the deed w ith
i
A Pain Killer.
••The w.»rk alluded to.' Father and Diiagh entire pr-iie'ditati< n. iI• is
represented as T'i" wort I isram:>
a-tonish.-.l at t!.»■ .v ml Ttn I cures performter,' is the la*t from the gru'-rful and nervou
talking >1 the •‘dishonor** that had lieen
1
A
t
tin* ( rump <imi I' nn hi.ie.r, pr-pand t>y t'i nr
done him. s term ol strange sound when e.l
p.-n of Miss Bn in r. and is fully equal
the
which this talent'll authored ha *: uit'T.sl l.y such a man
It is very lik'Iv I'rwiNi. Its equal lias mv been know* for removing
given to the puhlie It abounds in touehinj that the d.nire of di-tinguishing himself by pain in all ease* for tli.i cure of spinal Complaints,
all its
a id si»in.n:li, Ktvumatism in
rtii>s, iidmiruhle for their patho* and fideli
a deed of startling tfvntrical effect had some t ramp lu the Lmih*
bilious (’die, Hums, Sor»* Throat, and C ravel, it ity to nature, and a plot admirably d.-sigm-d place m his motives. The Washington cor- form*,
Evidence >f the
d ri
tie best remedy in the world.
ami coiuiistantlv and naturaly d• v• 1 ip'*d.—
respondents of the m- ruing papers seem dc- most ledSy
cures ever j»er firmed hy any medicine, is on circular*
It it not a sens vti<*n hook, gott n up for
sirous of placing his conduct in a
light
40lf
in the hands of Agent*
temporary purpose, hut a volume which wil I which will acquire for him the puhli e sv in
have a welcome place in every library f-» r pithy, and to div- rt that
r»iMMi .\i,r:ms W wrun.—Tosell throe
from*
the
sympathy
It has the el'uicnts of flue victim of hi- crime—
years to c«m*e.
tie*y->utig man w ho was. new and unequalled inv*-:»»i. n*—wanted by every family
«:»•■♦ ful
popularity in it eminent i •/n*e. am 1 doubt!* si, as f t to live as .Sickles, t.ut who is M v il as have cleared ovr JJfiUun sMIlne one of th-tn
t o* » xtra
i 1
to can
md fvery taking
»rdinary /-Id the pn1*!
n
th»
j ••''at T
f hi- -in,
M- dal (■ ri ^
I1
Institute
I
bringing it “it 1- hilly w irruit-d by it- r>
a*,
Y i, mil .nr.- i, u:i hi- .»1.
i.
V>
N
in irkahle iutrinse* mrit."—{F’roii-y’s l*ai!
I
'»
t
cr.inted
me for them.
t
mi
114 Ni imt
W lift ail In*
:•
-ehi*
Press* 1 Monday. Jan. 1-t.
l*ui in t

gives
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and

Improper discharges from the
Sexual organs, whether existing in

all

or

FOB
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BRYANT'S EXPRESS,
j

MALE OR FEMALE

Philip

(adoration
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Arising from Excesses
neys,

0

o.

BOOTS
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SI CCEMOR8 TO

Disrate* of the Bladder, Ktdneya, Gravel, Dropay, W'Uiknraarit, Obairw'tona, Secret Distaste,
Female. Complaint*, and all Diseasea of

moving

&

K

L. CRANE.LOOMIS TAVLOR.

BALMORAL

&
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o

C.

the Sexual f hyana,

\

EXPRESS. \
O
WINTER ARRANGEMENT.
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For

j

Sovereign

CRANE & Co’s

[

POIMD FU’ID EXTRACT
BlCHl,

|

SPEC IA LNOTICES.

“From battle And murder and sudden death,
|
Good Lord, deliver us,"
dreadful
homicide
a
wjis com minted ut WashI*HOF. DE GRATH'S ORIGINAL ELECTRIC
orL.
who, to the discredit of
ington by ina person
one of its
this city,
in
J p“I HAVE SAVED $5<K).”—This remark, made by
Conrepresentatives
1 he wretched tnnn, Daniel E. Sickles, a gentleman the other day, whose strength hud been regress.
has in his career reached the stage of assass- stored to him by a bottle of Prof. De OratITs (genuine)
ination, and dipped his hands In human t “ELECTRIC OIL,” would apply to thousands, especial,
blood. A young man, hitherto one of his. ly the man or woman, who depend* on self-exertion for
Barton Key, was, accor- support- No person ran save money who is half the time
associates,
latne rheumatic, and suffering from pain;hut if timeding to an account from a source not un- sick,
ly caution were used, and before consumption become!
friendly to Sickles, detained by a friend of sealed
from colds and exposure, the application of this
the assassin, in conversation, ut a convenient
“Electric Oil” should be made, hundreds of dollars would
spot, until Sickles eon Id have timo to arm l*e
savetl, and Ilf" be made tok-rahle also. Ask Mark
himself and prepare for puttirghim todeath.
There is one incident related with which Gregg, E«q., 46 Marshall street, Philadelphia, and hun-

cies from an lu-lmoioiis Benefactor, pervadi
rational beings and should inspire a de
vout spirit of pcnitenc and supplication.States, as individuals, are alike dependant
a pubupon the same Guardian Providence,
lic expression of whose submission to the
Ruler of the earth, bewill oi the
come* them as Christian Commonwealths.
Public WorA* on t is day of
ship. are extern plated toe exalted porfections and tender mercies of the Heavenly
Parent, may emotions of humility fill hII
heart*; existing in His houndl'se love, may
generous sympathies for nian he quickened;
the recipients of His impartial grace may n I
sense ol equity govern the way of all; paying j
to Him “who sends his rain
tipor
the just and upon the unjust,'* may all Is
from
taint
of
intolerance.
every
purified
And especially ai homage and praise as
cend to the Common Father for His forbearance towards dfar beloved country, may al 1
unite to deprecate the vicissitudes of public
disorder which mar its glory, all faetioui ;
emulations and uniuj<*sitit's w hieh disturb it (
peace and expose it to perils; and above all
by sincere obedience to the Divine I>recgw| |
of Christianity, may personal and
be averted, the fit- r of H&ryen secured am I
the blessings ofciril and religious liberty
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Refined
T<» the Honorable .Juui ms
the s.ipretue JudiSir—At intervals,during thirty years pan, my wife his
cial Co^rt, n.\t
l.ol un at Ellsworth,
WILL BE GIVtN
h«en subject t*. rh- uinatnun >>f the most violent cast—[say
the
C
and mailed
to suljecribers.
Term
w ithin a.l :•
tour times ;i year|—sometimes so severe as to ina«e it nec,iuiy .1 llauc n’k, on toe
at a very email advance from Boston prices,
of the tincture ol guiucum
fourth l' e *vlay .( \pi il Anie* Icmani l*>s.
essary to administer large d
entary.
$3,00 per y* ur.
and morphi i, and u> ns.-k hi
like an infant in a Urge
.M A KY 111 1 K1 N s ot Mount ih'MTi, in said
It not only cures, but is a preventive to contaAin
hair, to induce any repose.
Having fiequonl
ALSO
<
llauc.rk, wife .•! John C. Iluekins. re*
deseases. and should always be kept foj
m,iy
correspondence wun my son, N-. 1U3 Chestnut Street, ol geous
On Saturday evening next, Marcn Uth,
Arthur’s II >uk M
1’l.is \v. Ir-m
Mioit ScniKMis.
I*
l.i
ai.l
n
J1..
11
those
,.vi
*.ruh10
Louit
attending upon the sick.
*!>' ■!:.illy
y ur.-ii v. I informed him of an attack she had ab >ut
Hr
A FEW BARKftiLfl PORK.
to i.,• in! .run <1, Cnit 11 r Ala I n
w 1|.»r Man h has been receiv
U.> middle oi last month, (January,; which was of such
It will be kept by Drugists and responsible
Ladhw'
nmi
M ary
I lie
rules for the
of
v only as to Con.pl- t«-iy paralw.i- the system.
lie. in Agents in every town as soon as such cau he
1..
lard-on, tiiat -;i< w\»« lawlully married to the
pro
ed. It presents its usual attractions, an« I S-rmotig, will answer almost all of
hi- anxiety t->r his mother's w.-ifire, sent me a bottle ol
Merchant* can ha supplied as above. dive as a
Country
them, said John < Hu mm.*, at said Mount Doscit, on
cured.
wanted.
Address
Agents
lectnc oil. hut us | am one of the practitioners of
II
will r* a
selection* fr
Moore and I. -wf* i:-'v,
>• in'
call, aud we wrill use you well.
excellencies. No b-iter
I day -.1 NoU'inU'i A. i». I*.>4, by tlie
it. T. OSGOOD.
Magazine i
well h.r
of newspa- t:..
n
lici.ie in our plan*. io I not a pr -selyte tu any kind of
I !• i| at,
i. oial piece entitled
an
R- U
p,i»i
Rev.
sa i.ucl llowkcr, a id
-he
has had by her tut and Future.M Ai».a D
Orland, Feb.
ly 4
in
tiion wil. he given
patent ne diem". I di 1 h'itate togiv- :t atrial. Howchas. McDonald.
any where, and it can be
this is an age ol ••tele- -ail hu.'o ul t w
pers.
ildred, n w liviug Yi/. Adeever, on roil-* lion, I c includ 'd to try it, which I did et
\duiusion lifteen cents
HUAIA-TST
S tf
Ellsworth. Jan. 19. IS-**
troduced into the families of the most fast id
PR^VILTY.
and
persionu dii'eeily up to tile letter, and after the third or
Resides this liue K. Huek:i.«, h..ru s-ept. 4th. 1 * ., and Lonnf.urth application she became rather passive; uml before
OR,
daii. Iluekins, hum sept. ‘.’sth. Js.»7, that your
iout.
LINES COMPOSED BY LILLY.
there are limits to the
was used, not a 'ingle vestige of
•lie third ol the Imu e
of m-w-pa- libelant, 'Un- ilo ir iril' rmai
raige bus always
the dise.uK.' remained in the system, and she still continues
It was on Saturday y..u v.-rv a-11 know.
I lanket siz**
behaved her.-olf u* a faithful. :a-le, and ally tioii
mav be.
it a distance of It mil s without
well ahh -ugh she i'...|e
There was two in the pan.ry 'hat made a Big show;
Request. Will the person to whom vn p^’rs,
Just issued from the Pr«i.
ate wile towards the said John C. Iluekins
but
1 therefore feel it my
ren w a I ol any of he symptoms.
It was extra pastry
T1IK SUBSCRIBERS OFFER FOR BALK 40,000 BAR
lo PiUACiifcRs.
w-re trying to tnak
I have found the followthey
re
loaned a work on the
that thu said J-diu C. Iluekins wholly regardless
desenb* ■ the cauiva «ml effect* of all disease* of a dslieeti
duty, f<r the sake of suff riug humanity, and also fully
But they et uld uot make it rise nor even to flake.
rules to be of much service to myself, of
it contain* cuptcus nutiuction* l»>r the perfect rtatom
nature
RELB Of THEIR NEW AND IMPROVED
believing that merit, under all circuiU'iances, sn.-uld be
bis marruige covenant and duty, and without
turn of those who ure prc*cutcd by iinpcdinn-i.u in in cnuriiij
turn the same?
to
am
war
forward
tins
testimonial.
1
Jed,
youru truly, into the
v suggest to u v brethren in eollusiou on her part, deserted her and her chilThey thought it a secret and did not want it kn wu
marriage atute, ani tor the permanent. ure ol all disease,
I and
on tlia direful re
P.
from
w.th
observations
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J08KPI1
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to
twice
all
for
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go
ELKINGTON,
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and before the
their dren in the Month of April
•ulU ot early abuse; alto a prolessionol dissertation, iiiu.tratiii|
They on Sunday <nd try i! again—
Postings.
New Gretna 1*. O llurliugtou Couuty N. J.
biith ot her youngest child, leaving nothing for
the result* of 1 ,lineal tut*, ami numi a ion >11111 Spo inato.s
merits
It ptoved very successful—an honor to the name
or tus
Ov the patentee • newly constructed Microscope, wild pvweiiu
rovided
P 8.
Any communication for me will be received by lenses.
1. Resolve to bo brief, as this is an age of her and her child’s -upport, and he liuHowever Paradoxical it may appear
Tsars.
to
the
care
! addressing
uf my son, (merchant,) No. 10J
Lodi YannfaclMriRK
nothing for them since, rior has she heard from
Sent fret of postage to any part of thi
Prick 25 C'kmk.
4‘blunt’' people have u way ol saying vert
and
Chestnut 8.reel.
hiiu by letter or other* mo since hi* said desertion.
Country.
Manufactured from the night^wlt of Nvw York el»y, t%
2. Be
never
all around
NO TICK
•‘•harp” things.
Thl* invaluable *o-k may he obtained, a* well as the Trleie
Wherelore your said Libelant prays right and
Fliila-lelptila, May 16:b, 1856.
lots to rutt purchasers. This article (gr atly improved
157 Unu MKUT, i»vw U- ui.
mai, from Kit. iJAhP.D"
text without
it.
your
and
that
be
Prof.
been
tie*
she
divorced
the
Re
Gkath—1
victim
of
from
have
New York. ’1
be coionneil t-s usual, Iron
west ol lKoudwai
New Jersey and her Railroad remind ont
may
Tin the nineteenth day of January, \ D. 1455. Lemuel
many years
within the last three years) has been in the market fee
justice,
3. State your
a Kheutnali
F Maddocks of Kllsworth in the County <>f Hancock
affection, and 1st the use of my limbs, 1 11 A. .M. nil P- M ami tiom 4 UI 9 in the 1-.u11.4-.
but do Lands of matrimony between her and her said buseighteen years, and still defies competition, as a aanare
of a person with a tape-worm
in that everyHold aim by W. W. PAGE, Drug 1st,
head, in short, 1 m. totalfor Corn and Gurd> n Vegitahlie, being e$*dp#r, mar*
not stop to
bo.lor.__
band, and that the custody and education of her conveyed to the underaigm-d and one Joseph A. Wood, could not raiseI my hand to my Electric
thing is subordinated to the d* u.ands of tin
Oil, and before I
ly helpless.
lua mortgage dewI of that date duly executed and reappli'-d your
than any other, and at the earn* time, /res
by
powerful
AL
All
'll
Foil
BOTH
M\IX
Viz.
K.
MEDIC
E
two
children
Adaliue
Iluekins
and
1
Lorin>
I. Avoid
introductions; but
coil ol iron “in her midst.’
from diaajreeablt odor
cord'd at the Registry of deeds for said Co nty in Lib. hod used om bottle / wax perfectly restored. \ou unty
Two hainls ($8 Worth) will
m
Mir. X, A. Sumpsou,
-m/
into your sermons like a swimmer iuto cold da ti. Iluekins, on accouut of tender years and JJ. Fo|. J75, a certain lot of land with the buildings there- refer any autferer to me.
manure an acre of c rn in the hill, will save two thirds
all
disease*
Stat>
treat*
Retn-ot
11
Of
Seaman'•
Island,
lloapita
MRS. K. HUTCHINS.
When a Landlord contracts to do all nee
in latior. will enuse it t» 0"Bie up quicker, to grow faster*
mfaucy, may be committed uiul entrusted to her. on situated in Kllsworth aforesaid at the juncture of Kim
ot tlie I nnaiy Ui»um, pnu.aiy and soomiaiy. i*u»n-g hue
water.
Seventeenth and Thompson Street.
And as in duty bound will ever prav.
Street and Oak lane, containing fourteen square rods, and
upon .mrlicr, mid will hring a larger crop on poor gr und
many year* piactiee, and treated thousand* t the must .-IminaU
essary repairs, is he compelled to mend tin
a. Condense; make sure that
than any other fertiliser, and Is also a preventive of the
more particularly described in said deed and whereas,
Mr*. Hutchi. s is well kuowt in Phil;ulelp)rta, and can ease*, w hose certificate* may I>e *«■> n at my ottiee, leel* pernctlj
MARY *111 < KINS.
you have an
coal-“scuttle”? A claim of the kind wa:
sontfdent that there are not any case*. however critical, but wind
cut w..rm; also it dues not injure the seed to be put ineo»>
aa <1 Jos. A. W ood has conveyed to me his interest in said
be addressed on the sui»|eOt bv any one.
and then
it
id**a,
in
the
U
tter 01
be can make a |wr1e< 1 cure. Patnot* c.m t-e treated hy
right out,
made in Wall street the other day.
tact with it.
1 heieby claim
mortgage and the debt which it secures
In ti. >n .—There are numerous uni(ati*in> sprung upon application, at the ottiee of Dr. sA.MP&UN'a celeb, aled Prw
shortest
FT \TE «»K MAIN'!:.
t-rms.
a foreclueure thereof for breach of
The L. M Co point to their long standing reputatlea,
conditions, and give the reputation that my article ha acquired. Tic public vcntativc, 'Jt> Court strict. bo*ion, Ma...
Thb Worst of Faults is a false heart, am:
ti. Avoid all high-flown
i a- d the large capital ($100,000) Invested In their husineaa
X. A. JOY.
miote Hancock ■-«. > up re mo Judicial Court, October this notice accordingly.
must beware. They are worthless.
3 mo. 6
a guarantee that the at licit
the least comely coveriug that can he imagin- no Hebrew or lircck; aim to be
7
LILworth, March 1859.
Term Is.'iH,
they make shall alwa>> ha
a
uf Much quality as to command a ready sals.
ed is a false noon.
I pou the foregoing libel the Court order that
Price $1.40 per barrel Ibr any quantity over sis barr« la.
'UJ
l
of the same be given to the
notice
of
the
ncndency
to own that you do
356 WASHINGTON
7 IF* honest
i r A Pamphlet, containing every inbrmatkia. will ha
Am Editor always considers bis room bettei
subscriber hereby gives public notice to all coolibelee therein named, by serving an attested copy T'lIK
sent tr rev) to any on* apply lug f-r the sama.
Our
1
Notice is hereby given that the undersigned
not avail
of
from any other
BOSTON.
that he has Ik-.-ii duly appointed and has tathan his company.
dr.-ss is—
of said libel, and 1 this older tncreou, upon the ken c-rued,
Receivers of the Hancock Rank, Ellsworth, will
u|*on himself the trust of an Administrator of the eg
source.
But mi
be sure that said John C. iluekins, or
ORIFFINO. BROTHERS ft CO,
by publishing the same tale of Luther Turner late of Buck sport it the County of sell at public auction at Arno Wiswell’s office in
The Si. John, Hast port and Boston Steam- you never make stilts of them, when your 111 the Kllsworth American, a new*paper publish- Hancock, Mari icr deceased, By
Agricultural Warehouse, 40 Courdand Be., New Yorkgiving bond as the law
said Ellsworth, on Tuesday the loth day of March Of all
from 6 to 7 t Octave, lYanaotctLSSma!
own legs are far better.
ed in Ellsworth in said County of Hancock, three dii.*cts; he therefore requests all persons who are indebted
era are advertised to commence
next, at ten of the clock in the forenoon, all the Round
6 f Octave, Price $16*.
3m 46
running the
weeks successively—the service aforesaid to be t< the sai I deceased’s estate, to make immediate payment, interests of said
K.
I
the Father’s
are
to
in
and
about
thousfour
Rank,
you
and those wh have any demands thereon, to exhibit the
*14th of
his servants, and can do
EMPLOYMENT.
and acres of timber-land situated in Nova Scotia
without it. fourteen days, or the last publication to be thirty same f.-r settlement.
ASA. T. TEWKSBURY.
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<
days at least before the next term >»f this Cou.t,
9.
7
when you are done.
Hueksp rt Feb. 3, 1859.
; on the La Have river and its branches, in the
TIThereas, Samuel furtl*‘of Surry In the rounty of Flan
Messrs, Endere, Sutton & Co., hanker* of
to be boldcn at Kllswo-th within and for the counA
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King
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the many rules
cock and State of M^te conveyed to me hy hie deer
the
| of
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other
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eounty iu the United States,
Macouuek,
Subscriber offers for Sale the good Schooner,
such as were
above,us
to me. and answer to said libel, and show cause, if any
Arno W is well.
) Hanc.ck Rank. a»"Ut one hundred ami twenty arr. a more or l*«as, to %>■ to engage in a respectable and easy business. by
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X
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the
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above
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prayer
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A St. Croix report of Feb. 23, states that
may be certainly realistu.
about 53 tors burthen. l‘J years old, well found in sail*,
Ellsworth, Feb. 10, i860.
and whereas Mid Curtis hav.n^TiMed to perform the con- For further
gi anted.
rigging and equipments—now lying at Bow ley’s wharf in
particulars, address Dr- J. HENRY
the sugar crop was
in
and
ditions of Mid mortgage. thi*- notice is given for thr pur
"
Aiifst, PARKER W. PERRY, Cmsrk.
MriHiid. where site may be seen and examined.
Terma
WANTED*
ARNKK, corner of Broome aad Mine. StrsM,
pute of foreelotdng the same
would fall short of an average one. liu^iness
•** Ibc CiALL-try will not be open to
| A true copy of the libel and order thereon
liberal.
New York City, enolosibf u*e
OLIVER BOW LEY.
A few cords of wsid in payment for tbs American,
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Maine State Prison.

Hayti—A more checkered history tha
that of the island of St.
Domingo has falle
to the lot of no
portion of America. Dig
wa*
appointed last May by the Got. Conimi s- covered by t'olumbus on bis first
vovage,an<
aioner to examine the affairs of the Mail le named bv him
Hispaniola, its fertility am
State Prison. He has made his
attrao.ed
the
attention
of th
report ai ,d beauty early
Spanish emigrants to the new world. Th
we are indebted to tire author
for a copy
extermination of the aborigines was a tediou
We have examined the same
attentively ai u labor, which the Spaniards undertook, bu
ffnd it a thorough and careful examination >f di»l not
complete till nearly two centurie
the Prison, its internal management .locatii ,n had elapsed.
The introdution of Africai
slaves
and non-adaf tation to the
prepared the Island for its presen
purposes rcquiri
condition. The French fugitives from St
and wants of the State. Instead of
giving a Kitts, in the year 1630. gave the nationa
statement of our own of this able
Report, v e coloring to the west erd of the island; th<
eopy the following notice of it from the Ai !- eastern end, now the republic of Dominica
remaining Spanish.
gusta correspondent of the Boston Journal
It was from this island that the Bueaneer
Mr. BJainc-repnrts that since the
11
prise
had their origin, and here too the “Filibus
was established—in 1623—there
has l*eei>Hj
tiers first found a “local habitation and
preprinted from the State Troasurv the sui n name."
Throughout a considerable part o
of $321,740 20. or between $9tMlo"and
$10
the seventeenth
century, the French am
000 yearly, over and above what has bee n
Spanish had a seric. of struggles, which end
earned by the convicts, while
of
tl
*
many
ed in
formally giving up the wes
prisons of the land have jiaid exfienses, an 1 end ofSpain's
the island. In 1701 came the revol
some have been a source of revenue to tl e
of the blacks, and in 1603 the massacre o
State. He finds the average cost of each coi
the whites.
Then Toussaint FOuvertun
vict’s support is $200 per annum, and, h v
the most chivalrous and roman th
appeared,
the
amount
of
carefully ascertaining
too
ot negro heroes
There is scarcely a mon
consumed, it averages annually to each cor
vict 900 lbs. breadstuff's, (500 lbs. meat an 1 touching episode in history than the rise am
i tall of this hrave and high-minded black.—
fish, 10 bushels potatos, and one bushel
l he fall of the great
Napoleon seems almost
beans, besides rice, molasses and coffee; whil L' Eke a
spectral retribution, when we rememthe I nited States soldiers have but seventee 1
her liow Toussamt FOuverture,
ounces of bread and one
trusting tc
pound of meat duih French generosity,was thrown into
a French
Thus an inordinate amount of foo l is usetl ;
to
suffer
and
die.
prison
it cannot be eaten, for if it were, as Mi
After Toussaint came Dessalines and n
Blaine observ s, it would lie
capital punish new insurrection. This second of the
negro
meut, for no man could eat si much an j
heroes made himself Emperor,under the title
live. He finds that inexcusable
extravaganc of James l., in 1804, and two
atterand wastefulness have characterized the al
years
wards fell by the hand of an assassin. Then
lairs of the prison generally, from year t '(
came the division of the island; a
so
much
kingdom
so
that
if Maine had done a 5 in
year,
the North and a republic in the South.—
the l nited States government
does, sent he r ( The civil war of 1821,
and the rise of River
eonvietstoCharlestown,and paid two dollar made another
epoch. Boyer was one of the
a week for their board, she would
have save
ablest of the llavtien statesmen
IBs repubsince the prison was built, $ 9,55(1 5i>! In
lican rule was a dictatorial one, hut it
gave
deed, the disbursements ol the establishmen c
more peace and
for feeding and
prosperity to the island than
clothing the prisoners, sala it had ever known.
ries of attendants, ike., are shown to hav
1 he revolution of 1842, which overthrew
been most absurdly
extravagant from year t
Boyer,
began the period of disorder and mis1J
year.
rule in
whichSoulouque l>eeame a
^or has the labor of the
prisoners beei actor. A new era is egun now. prominent
The emany better managed. The convict's labo I
is at an end.
Whether a separate repire
dues not pay the 6tate, in mani/ instances
will lie maintained, or whether there
public
twenty cents a day. and in one east*, unde | will be a union with the
republic of the
-......j-uvc Him uxu nut averag
Spanish end of the Island, is a question that
to the State over thirteen cents
ant
daily;
.till worse, another contract was made ii
eeivoti. Tf we get Cuba, we must also have
which eighteen men earned
$10 a year, o: lluyti.—[Philadelphia Bulletin.
less than twenty cents a week, or three cent
a dav!
He says :
disasters.
Ilurk Grand Turk, of Blue‘•It we take the aggregate
receipts for tin hill, at New York, from Bermuda, had boat
year under the three contracts, and then de stove, rudder
sprung, sails split, &c., in
duct the aggregate advances of the
State, w, heayy_wcather, was ten days on this coast.
.hull get at the net result of the labor of
al
the convicts. The
following will show thi
aggregate receipts as already exhibited :
From shoe contract,
$:l,108 7;
From carriage and blacksmith
contract,".tiro ;>(
From quarry and miscellaneous,
984 4,
Mr. Ktinc, Representative from
Angus
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one o
careful and scientific Cutters in the Coun
try, engaged tu see that sueh work is richtl'
6
done.
cannot

the

most

a

Ellsworth, Sept. 16, 1858.

all

of

the

larger

One
One

Three

Copies, one year,
Five Copies, one year,
Ten Copies, one year.
Twenty-one Copies one year,

00 and
3 50 and
5 00 and
8 00 aud

$2

CLUBS,
$5 00 and

than

kinds

all

Cambrics, Lawns, Ilandker

and

before offered

prices.

in

2

this

not

least

purchased

in Boston together with a full assortment of
> -Ib-longitig t<- this .1. partmeiit. AH millinery work
to urA--r with NEATNESS ami DESPATCH.

Particular atteutiun paid to BuNNET BLENCHI
iMi.
1 he attention of rmrrh:i«.
sr»lw-;t.~i
'heerfully slmwn at all times at the ULD STAND on Main
Street opposite the Granite B!->ck.
r«

Kn h
hum

Ellsworth,Dec. 1. ]SM

j3

ELECTRO GILDING

Also,

a

good

PAPER HANGINGS Af..

of

assortment

THE
x

‘Iilwr :*tin h»v.- ju-t nv. nod anew
sortmet.i of the following article*

& saps,

AT

Z.

SMITH’S.

All articles

having plate

4
6

Urge

as

Also,

HICK sms
of every

grade,

from 75 cents to

large

a

asortment

Premiums.

worn

Ellsworth, Jan. H, 1859.

off

can

tf51

JEM ELRT
AND

*»

re-

XMS2.

F1YCY

n

PILLS,

of the latent style and Fashions from New Fork.
Also, XV indow Shades, Tassels, Curtain Fixtures, llair Cloth and iJama-k for f-r Covering Lounges. Ac.
Doors, Sash,
tilass, looking lilass Plates,
Putty, XX ooden XV are,Children’aCahs,
and XX agons. Jute FI.
Mats. PedC* rd«,
Clothes Lines. Clothes Pins. Feathers of Varirious Qualities, 4*e., $•<•.
XX’e also manufacture and
keep constantly on
hand a large assortment of

per yard.

ALL

Plaids.
WOOL THIBET'S

Bedsteads, Fence

ALI.

CnSTIVKNES*,

I

READY MADE CFFIXS
always on hand.

R\,
BlLPd
|
dropsy.
|
PALPITATION <>► thk
HEART.
|
Th'-> ar<-entirely vegetable

together

very

a

large

assortment

N, B.

!

Till BETS,

To II«w*k»V Ni'WHjutpnr Puhlinher*,
JOD I’lilWTKIlM, *c.,
Throughout the United State* and Ih* BeiUah Preaim**

DILLINGHAM

ti CONGRESS STREET, ho*. I ON.
I# romtdetety storked and NaU» equip pad far tha pewanr* la.
patch or aii omen hit
or
Book a. rampl'letv Newapoprr Hrailt. W««1 Ea>
grafting*. € ut», siamt*. (lira. WrrialhvM.
ami lieaemf iub Work.
In the
*yW of the Art. and at the LOW 4.ST CITt mugft

and fashionable

subject t K.’s f Ap-piety.
should alw ays h--p a b *\ n

Bush. CORX!

1000

FOR SALE AT THE

ALL WOOL BLANKETS, AC., AC.
Just received and will be sold very

P E O P L E

\

at

GREAT

IR

R,

A ><-\v l ilr-i

PEOYISIOXS !
rnVID
»

t'AO

flail

It

■

v.aoii

«

v

Also

a

large

(

lr*s and

.alive

discovering

I hare

on

a

larger

and

better asortment of

hand

yst«*m

[

f

a

MEAL,

<

can

«y xv
WPT.,T\

j

1

system

Ca*h

Cheap
h.mee «
Xrw

ofl'Nip#**

e»met

r*-m-

K-

L.

ft
■
F

H
it

Ware-

Pi*|H‘r

.e!,.MK.ft
WllPIRftOV.
h
"J and M. WAT4.M «TUlT.
Htreet, B»»HT«i.N
A.

1

r ATFNT TUI sv* ABDOMVft N4 W \MiHClf N TI4 K
Ncet n «r for fha p#i--ar.ert
1 *■' n*land rr.irfuf llerr » an! K pi jre
y~^
the R <tr
or la-!
t>r
('*•*!
•e
Pr'dtifwu#
po-tc»
F-WRK. ftf H. WanuartMre'and prone**, M II'!*1.4 fn* N.
Itr.NN Ct>(>M
ft *111 H H 4 4 4 VfthefeM# VfeaU. Hc«mn.
1‘reli;r.
ft
Titr
in#*. II II liar ft <
Af»r ta- Mai'
<
<
land. N *■ liar), w. Kane.
.N»w 'lamirh tr
*
Hi
nrord. Itltke ft t'a.denl. ftlancheelrr
Wb !»
*r '*i.
W rn
4
K Prrau*). INvetamouIh
Ferawr.I: l'r#(U
M intnel.rr
»#• J Ba.ftft
k
K: ..*» l»Rrd
J “mith. f* II
MftaaarhuaeU* Beak Bara.L
Hon. Proud*nee

■
H

^ P^'HMK
IVVIN n. .V

rf
I
U

rurt

>4^.

_

Airiintn't.-i

M IBP.

JAMHR B. D*jAK..^,
Manufacturer r.* and f an In
awl P.ili»fe*d
lira Ming
I -.-A.• .y <»'■••#*. M*itm*»u.
(.,riir< 4 urt
Imf'trn d I i...»terr. 4- .*N* •. wuiti.
« .'HNIIIi
l. t.
S
I..JttwieeN

M

I'n rlor,
rrathera,

^eat.nf,

I»ll«lllll|»|i4>||,

u

^

KINPS.
IIIP'NIi RHEl MATI.'M
PY.'PEPMA,

ft

«

Jf\

\S
___

lurvraof Awrictmfu*

A
SHI RTLFFF. ^
aa.r and Retail lewti i«
-_.i
a..,..
l.stri.mrnR

turn

•j/
th»

ft >

t 1 '..f. >k- k.i.gv. Ac, Aitowf. Ac Ar No .P Trrrmmi

M

—.

V

^

M. ufMhcwiv*.

j. jonivaioiv * c?o.,
If
WEalmk Ml- un.tufe-1 f»*e» umlY

year*.

HAD" V V \(.I, 1 ftj Fultoti
PK« K, E;.-worth; J hu M
biting, Mt. Desert.
G

FRENCH AND

.t

AMERICAN CORfECIIONERT,

Mattusi BuiMiHf.

2

IRI yi'Nl

SIR»i.r.

BOUTON

N

V
Blue
lt Jtl

X»OOH

Muiufiri
o
•

9t>

A

ia

••

»T, Hay market Squarw.

PERCY I A M

|

jj
■
1

w At»»B»

arid I*t«Wr»
a
**

«••*

»«l"
Mkrkimg..trmt P.rEwf
lUwtete.

No. J* CH %RLEhTUW N

AMERICAN &. FOREIGN PATENTS.

m

9
■

I

8 ¥ REPs

PROTECTED

iuf'

TON,

BOOTS, SHOES,

TNDEK TIIF,

ACT

'G ST A T K ST., opposite

lEADY-MADE CLOTHING, Ac.. Ac.,
All of which will he sold for Cash

-*i

R H. EDDY, Solicitor of Patents Solution of Protoxide of Iron
Late Agent of 1’. S. Patent Orru r..
dwrevtnrt
which
jw»**l the ordeal
Washing} Having lh* rmfullr
Matena Molirj
kw
•ukwrted,

be found in Ellsworth.

PORK,

butter,

II R In* hi

Jr.

tilton

g-y.

11 A 11 TETTER,
III M'II'm.I All

|

»an*.

STEAM MARPIL AND BROWN STONE WO**

OR.

than

'■&

Ig*

FOOTK *flg

_

DRY GOODS,

%

k McFarland** waffs.
jgSfcB A larf* »*«Mtm#nl rf l**w r»i»l#*t*4 Free, Pr*4rr,
and lt_*e ar Proof r* ft 4 4 H all #ire*. ahvair oR har.4,
W^FeJB!
S- 4 * n tfc* Warerooma M How*"1 *t’r#t. licwtta
Pin
ehaaere wii! do wall to cad and riamn* the*# u*f*a.

I. A N pt I. A R * W KI.LIN*.
m-.iii .'\yeaT',

THE

4

N

I'HKE ONE DOLLAR PER BOTTLE
/*S.»M by Druggist* E*.tv where
I

A-.btt*—
II; A. J \V

ar

mJ.

'•

Itroaiilaili**.

WEST INDIA GOODS.

*##
IV

Nu. 1 (Innlinrr St.. Tre-*e»«.i*t Read.
.Near Ra'nal Hr>d*e. to *. ) t.\
Mart. 1» ftt »* n ir>r n ta Hr ad »«4
Statuary. Sculpture. Mart
«*•»*«■ th on h«vt
Tomb Store*. Bureau and Tab>e Top*, at
All order* prvraj i.y
Contract* made foe Frweetonr 4 rot.U.
attended to.

Itrxolv.-nl

(A\<KK<»1*
V»|ib.
RP K FT*.

"••MR.

addition to the above is

< >v«*t* <
Market, IIonIoti.
For the l*urrha*e and Hal# of >rnencan n J 4 <r»*r INtr
practical and »alo*M* InewntKtn# where lu»*r>U;i atfmtrr* can placa lr.vent>«.o* on 4 *t.«twlK* without fwr*
rare*
l»l Ht,l.S ft
patent* prompt), a:

Chronic and

exterminate from the

’ll' »L A l**l‘> I TERI,
KIN l-l.n.t'b,
ALT RIIEI M,

fife.

REMEDY, It. E. Patent Kir lit Eulianre Ih pot,

H ANKER*,
FIT'
j HI NNIVira « me KAR,
W ill I E >\A ELL1NG,
: Tl M«nt*.

PI >F. a.-F.> I>E

punctually
HI BOFTUS.
pn**t*
will receive uun.ed.ate atUataua*. Hut) andUb.t <;-,«*4
■rtltr

*•■!

iihl*
ware t»

(rorure
Hurrin.
Principle
Rli-

all

rid that have *uccr*-drd iu

"HE LKi.s

Al

t

M

g! fl ••:< remedy should 1~* hailed by the
mman ra**.- a- a -jicci.il g-.ft fr-.ni the
Almighty, to n-gen•rat* diU|*erlat<-d humanity
I k Rap war A f
are th*only Physicians and ('hem

s

L

J|

91

Uf

§

ZR

a terminates

radically

1

PLAIN. PRESSED A CUT FLINT
t mrm»r mf ,t
{^Htrmmd Af.. E Efnf.arar
r'. »d
tmirn

RliYOUTING
SOI.VIYT

PROF! ! A,
Y PI 11 LIS,
'i Y LR M*KE*,
L« EH*.
>UE K\ ES,

f

,*t
na.J ive

All liiarl*
»■.
a. d. XAraciPtLii ok co..
WH
Ma< ..farOtret*

art

\institutional J)ts■ as* s.

w

w!

mar#-

1

4'HE HEAP,
N * ANITA

ANI)

n

infant at

This great and

in the

*

\«U»m *n<l ( acurt Rags.
MON ST Bill
Nc*. ti. m n.d w
of Trnak Sturk at Itaniifae-tareiVprice*.

'J)

iKEMolTH,

assortment of

•amily groceries

TTTE Subscriber has opened the Store a*Ij- ining
C. G. Peek’s Apothecary Shop, where he offers
for sale, good Family Groceries and Provisions, at
as low prices as can he found in the
place; and
those who are purchasing for cash or wish to exchange their own products for any of the following
goods can do so a* much to their advantage as at
any other £torc.

an

ami per*.*;* w!.

I

FERTILISERS.

Trunk*.

BkliiJj

lials Old Sons. Punfis the Blond, Instills
in thin the Stt<trrn rcnnnd II* alt A, and II*s

Proutv Ac Menr’n Plow
Caatinfft S. M a 2» M ItiCH AS I * H<

JOP*s.s.mmN,cs.

arm

Ac.

hand.

vN

S

CASH STORE.

CHEESE AND

GOODS,

safety,

Pk»w

oJ

t <>* a
tiuaiio eacelted
by
PWB fa lurer* of I'we lrwah'4 kiaae n
Ire the*.
lad
m tw Ph<*t-hato t4 I.-me.
pe jloDi. lift'*. V* Bread Street. I<«atr«

m:\PAriiK,

CONSTITUTIONAL

" ill

GR0 C E n1ES

All Unde

INPIOE5TT0N,

Ac.. Ac
harmless.

1

^/,

an

t'..»t will lT-t'!u*!i_v era.li.-ate from the human
systotn
nsiitutp*naI di-- t~-s and ailiio 1.1.«. irau.-n.it;.d frv.ru i*.
(it.* t
their children.

A. ROBINSON'S.

noBTprr.
stairs._
Hl.ike, Human! A:
FANEUIL HAU AGRICULTURAL WAREHOUSE

p

INHIVALLED

Itu<l\v:i)'« ICi'uot.Hint

45

*. S. «
Rl Skin.
URICHER
dim grmrmr* mm 1%'mod,
mm d
Mrcct.
199
Waahlngioa

H.

%
Kg

UnffNfri

riil( K ^ ( ENTS.
Railway's Regular r«,
Regulating Pills.

Ask for

*'*

’

CaHer1* Baird n*.corner nfWA M R * LEVON.
MIIRK HE ai d M'KINU 1AM. BOSTON.
Tin* »*re*e m a Self Inking M*. hire th» r..,l*»
hetn# hallow, contain* a eupply af Ink tuftiekt
ft* & <* 4k MoNTIl* uae.

Epileptic, Heart Diseases, A

■

500 Bbls FLOUU!

4-4 BLACK SILK VELVETS.

NX SCLT'INKING HAND FRlAi to
O.
Agent.

P Y M’KOI A.
t. nN.'TIPATP»X,

and

Klnrtrotypmg

Hterootvpinc

an*I correct

system,

!

HKA(»(r’S

A

Electrotype loumlrv,

Strrcolinc and

t'*»NiiK.-TP‘N,

take them with

ast tan

Buggy Wagons For Sale

DAKXV1N N, .X/OOR A C...
Ellsworth, April, IS.'**,

of

DRESS GOODS.

cheap

the hr*

RIDW.US

.f all sites

FIGURED CASHMERES,
with

All of tin? nbovc arti. li'h » ill be
11 nt the very
b ».->t |,ricM. St. rr st the W.-I Kn.1-1 the
to c-.iiot-cti .n with tby ~t
mi .Mill.
all kin.Is
f Cabinet work anti Tm
mg mil be done t „rior.

j

|

m:\KT-BI

Posts, Xewel
llrid/y

SHADES.
CASHMERE PLAIDS,
DE CHINES,

of the

an%l

quick

They Cure.

I’owl* and Slnir Itannister*.

OF

igan

dering* njtuts of tlic Liver, Bowels, Stomach, Heart
Kidneys.

<

largo variety late styles of Stripes and

ry

all

of

I'nix-r llaiiKiiih'* mid Curtain*

Si,50

cv,

2nd

An lotalligant. energetic man rd good addreaa. a
writer, and orrect took keeper. to taka an » ,*aj
itilrrvvt In • profitable. permanent, and h.ghl? ra•pectable bu*i-e*a. In tha ny of New Vnak. A cash rap, al 0
• J»»’ with bahiU of mdustrv and mtlWketocr rrbrtm**, vr* raM. P C, f'Vwwe tgSce. New
out red.
l-altar# Ol'owl W.
York* enclosing postage stamp tea rwpiy. wul lavr pveangr w
ft

aflli,-d with Liver Complaint, I»* «p p»ia
F
.f |*i
d.aml H',l Females «*, 4.-r
subject I*> irreg il iritics, Hftena, A.- ar*- particnla ly
r>
tnniend*-d t-- u-« these Pill-*.
They ap-pk .v>anl to take
—. legal tl\
■
uited w ilk gum —fnt* ft. m la-!.-, »i 1 *.II n<4
M'k-n-r wak-u th- -.ystem. .r k are ilm R-w.-Is
grip.
Moikrrs nursing shod
‘"S.iv<take «.ne >t two
of these Pills once or twit- |»r wiik. Tin y w.U n-4
nn’y
keep your sy«'ein healthy and regular, but wdl propel
r< ur infants against (‘ramp ai I Pams m the .|..ma« h,
ml
i'i'ur*- not only a healthy hild, thus suckled, with a swtil

park and

corner

j. l. riiiFFx m ro.
aMAWera (or their Al A
l’rrP*"«*
eh patera. ■Xatoaal' an.: Httui
D ■‘trvefci, South MMtev

Partnership

persons

gulate

nom

\ 1rANTED:

Ihscovery,

rt.

and permanent Cora of

.4 Desirable 4 Ini nee for Rusini-ss

Heart

H*

NEW

16

a Club of Ten Subscribers, and
will be entitled to an extra copy, free,

and

II

be replateu and made as good as new.
Also ACORDEONS and other musiFLOUR,
cal instruments repaired.

2 Premiums.

Brewery.

Pr. K*t>w at k Co. have recently discvveml a method
of « xtrartthw’ fr<*m roots, herbs, plants and gum*, a nutntb-u* extract of such ••■sub-rful nounshine j»*w. r—which
they have combined will Radii's Rio.i i.i tix<; Pll M—
tha: -lx t these I’ill* will supply the
|-.«] with the same
amount <>f nutrition a* one ounce of ordinary bread; so
that while tlie system i* undergoing a thor-ngh ph)«ick
ing, and regulating prrocras, it daily Iw^mes *trei gthen-

AND

SILVERING,

Those getting up

n.

But-

!«

*V« F. GREI'.I.V.

RED,

«v«r

found

Tureetls.

new

Ribbons,

and

st*«ck

rrncn « lima i.a M*tw ami I’Ut.-. Ki.!,
<>f 15 different patti m« from *1. t. *5
Granite China Tea S tu with Plati-t*,
ter Dishes, 2*teak Dishes, Bakers. Ac., to match.

PRINTED

Last but

fashionable stock of

a

can

e

place.

DEPARTMENT,
filled with

largest

Gold Vace«

ZSTILLIYIEriY
well

The Crrrat itrand

thorough

COCHITUATt CUCAM Aix

aL]|

A NEW CONTRIBUTION TO SCIENCE

w

RADWAY’S REGILATI.YG

uom nnnu

a

THE

lone

6
00 and 10
15 00 and 20
30 00 and 42

Tn this department can he found the
brought cast of Bang>r. am mg which

DRESS TRIMMINGS
md Buttons of

isr~E

til’RAIXS,

to the injured parts, all pain and
Look out fur Counterfeit and Imitations
—Purchase only Radw at’s IUadt Relief. Price 26 eta
50 cts., ami $1 per bottle.

JOHN W. HII.L.

I'

CANCKK8 AND SCROFrt7I.,Av
LRlHt of enquiry prompter an.wared

applied

moment it is

i

ttmtimm.

itrmmMrtS

3A

Established for the

and

neasiness cease.

Ellsworth, June 24th. 1*58.

FANCY SILKS

GOODS

ever

the

ffi
*

BOSTOA MEDICAL MSTITtTE.

ALL CASES Of

STRAINS,

War f.

fresh stock of

Bonnoto

the j*ens of the best American
AUTHORS:

AND TO

mitting $15,

assortment

j

largest and best

Copy for one year,
Copy for two years,
Copy for three years,
Copy for five years.

a

WORSTED
a

Prrmiun* to Subscribers.
One
One

Poioos

L

mi

IFdftr §*09***.

WOINDS,

GHIXA

materials.

aud

Embroideries of all kinds,
chiefs. Laces, etc., etc.

ILLUSTRATED LITERARY P/PERS IX THE
UXITED STATES.
An Imperial quarto, containing 8 pages: or 40 columns
original, interesting and fascinating reading matter from

fouud with

FANCY

ust
ill c

one

good assortment, from 6i

MmprmrtmeHi 4m ih* Kmwiug

W ARREN % D AMON’S PATENT I.MPROTTI RHINE W ATER WHEEL.
Fwr in-110 ft.rmation. nr pamphlet containing a Treatise
na
Water Wberk and Hydraulic*, apply to ALONZO W.ARREN
Agent. Await. ** W*rta Hum Coaranr.Sl EXCIlAM,||
SrREE r. Boston. Maav._._

BRUISES,

BOOTS & SHOES,

GOODS.

styles, colors, prices

AND I3LEE.

Is

a

IM

.VmitM.IHF i O.V€ B\HT.

___

PARALYSIS,
LAMENESS,

■

A XI)

"hi

In

IftuV

To render the MONTHLY CONCENTS Of PR A Y F.K roll
MISSIONS In the d'fSrrcnt Evangellral Churvhca throng hue*
pur Countrv, instructive and entertaining, an
ti r *e x e n n x ex,
n ii n r. h
designed to secure prevkin* prejwratton on the perl of the speaker*. and draw out appropriate intelligence, al each Monthly Cowcert ha* been prepared, with the assistance of member* of the
Mlaabmary Hoards. and neatly printed la a act e4 twrlv* am^n
pocket CAROS, in which the .Ajisamwar? World i* divided Iwt#
twelvedictncta. Each *p~ak*fjs»ncaged (c.0p\a arvrptanc# of
a Card indicating hi* aunWti a month in advance fhr each dieIviet, and prepare* HtSiiell to Impart. In an address of 5 to 7 mi*,
utrs. the leading featuer* of (he Intelligence from tha district b*
i* appointed to rep rear i*4f the neat .Monthly Cot.cert. Clergymen and all fWend* -if Miajton*. are supplied with thia new Orderof Eterciaoa. t»v Mail, prepaid it llcrnk per eel. 2 acta (or
gl'ti. enclosed In fun da or f>-tag- Stamm, to either o* the Missionary Room* in lloaton. or to tha l*ubftvher, JolIN STILES,
I* State Street. Huston. Order* promptly filled- Every Sseiety,
that deairea In make the MonthU Concert h.r Miaatona, really t*.
ter sating and instructive will adopt the use of these Concert Card*.

iJremi

In sit hours.
In ten minutes.
twenty miuotec.

SOFA s. 1.01 \<;i;s, i:XTi:\sro\,
t EXTER AXPCARD TA HIES.
ST I FEED CHAIRS.
SMALL PRO
T AXI Y I HA MHER SETTS
34tf
CAXE SEAT. WOOD
I With a full stock of Provisions and Groceries ml! of which
SEAT .1 .VI)
am determined to sell at
prices to suit tic- tim. s.
ROCKIXG CHAIRS, 4 c., ,yc.
dispisition.
A. H0BI»0\.
Also, a large assortment of Wool, Hemp, Cotton and Oi
Kllswotfh Not. 22,1858.
Cloth
44
Htmr tYS KCIit LiTIMi PIMA

JUST FROM BOSTON

be

St*RK THROAT,
IU RN9,
FROM RITES,
AM K CIIKKK,

AMD

Let one thing be
distinctly understood—Tha
ire will sell Goods
cheaper than any other concern i;
town,
Our N'EW stock will be sold at
FIT. Our OLD stock AT COST.

lXFLt KN/.A,

Jh. l.tMl M.I mill

T. W. Bntl«r At t o.. rklram.
Manufacture and have for sale all ai<M of FRENCH
HI Kit MILL STONES, and C- W. HRoWNu
PATENT PORT A RLE CRIST MILLS.
Al*x
Mill Vindie*. Brushes, Pick#, Bolting Cletha, he. Now (Vi to If
II.AVEltlill.L ST.

one

In
Iu fifteen minutes.

CHII.RLAIXS,

SltTSKtTM,'

IVa.Iilngton •!.. »*-' Hek

.1

FRENCH BURR MILLSTONE MANUFACTURING CO.
t
\V. HmWR, Agt., BamltMi,

minute.
nr.imites
minutes.
fifteen minute*

HKAIMCTMC.
CHILLS AND FLY LR,

GLASS,

ami

In

|

In five
In ten

SICK

for sale in Ellsworth, among which may he
found the (treat Republic, Bay State, Fanner, ami Acadia
Cook. These Stoves have not been equalled iu this market for economy and durability.

Martin, Cony aud Fitch, Victoria** acd Cuffs.
CROCK FRY,

|

In four hours.
In one hour.
In ten innate*.
In fifteen minutes

IHARRIHKA,
j TOOTHACHE,
SPASMS,

an«! V essels Stoves of all sires, together with an endless
variety of Parlor, Office. Franklin, Cylinder, Box and Air
Tight Stoves, all of which I 'hall sell for cash cheaper
than ever.
Constantly on hand a large assortment of Enameled, Britania, Japanned ami Tin ware. Zinc, Sheet !<rad
la-ad l*i|>e. Store Pipe, Chain, Cast Iron and Copper
Pumps, Fir** Frames, oven. Ash ami Boiler mouths, and
ami all kinds of all articles usually found in a stove establishment.

PTJ RS,

mannner.

is

TH PHILADELPHIA WEEKLY
WHITE AND BLUE.

do., Table Covers

1

RELIEF,

Hus Cured

STOVES

Also, the Oenesseo Valley, Woolland, Granite State
New World. Globe, Air Tisht. Boston Victor and Boston
Cooking Stoves, with and without elevated Ovens.

READY

RHET’M ATIPM,
NK1 RAIdHA,
CRAM I’,

offered

ever

Mountain

a

Silk, Dress Buttons and Xeedles,purrAa.se, r
rTpr-rssty to accommodate the Ladies.
53T We are also prepared to make up CLOTH
INI* to order, in the neatest and
most workman

j

—

fCOOKIXG

I

Dozen

lOO

large assortment of
and Embroidery Silks.

Sewin'

of

WHITE
E> BLUE.

Napkins.

Linnen Hdkfs.
6i its., also
cts., up to $1,00.

GLOVES.

Together

DRESS GOODS!

KUJJ.

JOHN W. HILL

Hosiery,

Linnen Pamtnask, Bleached and Brown

I

against sudden

RADWAY’S

1ITOII.P r»-«jMX'tfnlIy inform the rftrens of ElPworth ami
vicinity that he may still he found at the late stand «l
Hill
A oung. whan may Ik? found the largest assortment

Linen and Marseilles Rosoms,

Furnishing Goods,

where she may

X JJ BLUE.

havs given sucl;

~T§§§<
of

remedy, a household is always protectattack* of sickness. Thousands of lives
of persons have been saved by its timely use, who were
suddenly seised n the night time with Cramps, Spasms,
Vomiting Cholera, Yellow Fever, ami other violent diseases.
Let a dose of this Remedy bo taken internally, as
the case may require, when suddenly seized with I’ain or
Sickness, and it will isstamtlt kklievr tor rATlEMT
from pain, and arrest the disease !

Long Shawl*

pp.

New Invention* •olteifsd tor Kahlhitlon. I>es of charge, and
Freight to be paid by
Steam Power provided i«>r Maahinwrj.
contributor*.! Patent Right* and Machine* S*r rale, of «v«ry
description. Patent* obtained at Ih* lea»t «*|*»n#r.__

ami

supply

in the Iwuse.
Armed with this

ed

Stom

White Shirts, Bosoms, Collars, Stocks, Cravat,
of best quality
vet Ribbon, of every width.
.'oarfs, Pocket Handkerchiels, Coder Shirts. Draw
Embossed Tahlt
ers. Rich Painted ottoman Cloths
er>. Hosiery, Suspenders,
Black, White and Kan “l
*,Tweed* ami Sauinetts. with
Cloths, Cassi
cy hid tlloves, Silk, Lisle Thread, and variou it
a good a so
ent of Domestic Goods.

Cheapest JgrirnltanJ Jearaal

■

f

rOLURil,

yds.,

QS

Old Stand,
Main Street,

WHITE

1

stock of

and examine it before
subscribing. Published in
one of the finest
agricultural and horticultural
sections of America, with hundreds of ab’e and
experienced correspondents, it abounds with information interesting and valuable to every
farmer and fruit-grower. It is the

RED,

Chenele

more of those Black Silks that
satisfaction to those who have had them.
4CH>

■

Towells and

respectfully announces to her old customers and the pub.
lie generally that the “Hard Times” hu\e
not driven Lor

WHITE

and

and Peicedale
Shawls and Scarfs.

Pains
instantly stopping the most
Aches, Burn*, Scalds, Cuts, Wounds,
Bruises, Ac., Ac.,
a

AM

mvraTioin ano huchinert m uhibitkm.

RELIEF,
excruciating

renders It Important that every family keep

12} cts., to $3,00, do. in Betts, Heavy all Wool lj
Blankets, Bed Sjncafa, Opera Hoods.

a

AM F. GREELY,

KED

Empire, Waterloo

(ilitfs and

from the

solicited to send for a specimen, and
to act as agents.
Specimen copies sent free on
application. Address JOSEPH H ARRIS.
Publisher A Proprietor.
Rochester, N*. Y.
December. 1, 1858.
51
N’- !>•—We will furnish the Genesee Farmer
and Ellsworth American for $2,00
annum.
per

n

I other St vies of

C O PV

respectfully

READY

IXIH'iS’l’KIAI.

a

grifcVo.
V Jr

RADWAY’S

I
»

frnm

3Dmi iiLDxmm

com-

sachusetts, $41 92; Philadelphia.$46 50,&c.

a

no T

vnln. ench over

Affording a full History of the Government, Podttcs. aw I
grew of the H N. % Cufcmlss. fbr the laat quarter of a eeritnm
Print.-I with be* itiLil type, on •tout paper, an elegantly hood
In .'large ml a at |2 per voi. foptea forwarded b> Eapfeaa m
JOtlX XTII.EX, IS Xtata %(.
receipt .d prn-e. by

on stiffmiws or tit* joimts. limbaoo, bfadachfa, TOOTHACHES, OR BrrrRIUMU FROM other bo wit
IRFIRMITIES.

CLOTHS,

HHOl iillT

AND SACK S

Raglans

f

I

In

S|ifh*Iifn iiml l^iiblit* lifctorfi
offlon.JOSF.ril HOWE.lot* Provincial Secretare, Nova

SICKNESS,
NO MORE RHEUMATISM

SHAWLS,

Caster, Beaver and Ksquamaux Cloths.

made of

j

Winter

NO MORE

,

4-4 Black Silk Velvets for Chjm's, Prab, Brown,
Gray ami Blac k Ladies Cloths, and TasseUs.

d

Just FuMIshrtl.

PAIN,

NO MORE

greatly reduced prices for

L A B I E 8

j>

qualities of English, French, Geran
American Broadcloths. Also,

an.l

NEW

FIFTV CEXTS t VF til!
Groat inducements offered to
Postagents.
master'. and all friends of rural
improvement, aro

f

Bay State
Cashmere

styles. Among which may be foui

is

!

The Rapid and Complete Efficacy of

C .V S I L

Fall and Winter nothing,

the

BUSINESS

with the January number which will be
issued by the Isth of December.
Everyone interested in the culture of the soil, is invited to

mends to our county jails.
The discipline in the Maine Prison is* on
the Auburn, as opposed to the Philadelphia
plan. The former is solitary confinement
nights, Sundays and meal-times, instead of
unvarying confinement and solitary labor
It is the wisest and most philanthropic plan.
The discipline has always been mild, yet
strict, solitary confinement, on bread and
water, instead of showering and
whipping,
and no officer was ever seriously resisted.
With slight exceptions the report speaks
well of-the discipline in the Maine Prison.
Mr. Blaine finds that in 1857, the New
Hampshire State Prison made a cash profit
to the State—with the same number of convicts as Maine—ot $2557 13; the Connecticut Prison pays the State over and above expenses, from $3000 to $6000 per annum; in
Vermont, with two-thirds as many convicts,
but one-third as much was expended. He
found, that while in the Maine Prison the
convicts work for from 17 to 30 cents a day,
in New Hampshire they receive 40 cents;
Massachusetts. 40 to 60; New York, 36 to
51; Indiana, 50 to 68, and so on; and while 1
the cost of a year's subsistence in Maine, is
$71 92, in New Hampshire it is but $31 43;
Vermont, $44 18; Connecticut. 38 44; Mas-

assortment

at

Boston and

from

In part of which, may bo f»und a full assortment of Rio'
and Medium Fancy Silks, Thibet* of all shades
very cheap
I,yoitosses from 16 cts.. up, 500 vds Cashmere l’laids
the Colton ami Wool, ami all
Wool, l>e Chines, Cordov
Stripe*. Figured Thibet*, Umber Stripes, Good DeLaiue
at lu cts., per yd., and
up.

of ?ilks, Grenadines, Cashmeres and Velvets
all sty les .and colors.
Together with a complete assoi
rasut of

1831 -j

IN THE At ORLD. and has attained a
larger circulation than any similar paj-er. It is
emphatically the paper for the times. Each volume contains THREE HUNDRED AND EIGHTY-FOUR
pages, and is sent to any address for

Which will be offered

VESTINGS,

consisting

TWENTY-NINTH VOLUME OF THIS
THEjK'pulitr
monthly Agricultural Journal

A

Winter Stock of Goods

CLOTHS.

Cheapest, and the Best.”

FOU

'

AXD GERM A \

or all Color* and qualities, and of the
latent importati.i
and most fashionable
styles. Also an extensive atso
nient of

mences

SEND

The subscriber has just returned
opening his

large stock of

WITH
“The

STOVES !

■
■

CLOTHS AND CLOTHING.

nesee’fmmeh,
[established

ipma

from Boston,

J|

Whole amount,
$(i,97U 1:
To superintend the convicts while labor
ing under thrse contracts, the State pay:
$3050 in salaries to seven overseers—tin
profit of’-.hose labor, performed in additior
to their duties of supervision,
goes into tin
pockets of the contractors. For fuel, weal
and tear of tools in all the departments, ant
numerous other expenses entailed
upon tht
State by the contracts, the sum total must
as we have
already shown, be at least $550
which, added to the amount for overseers
the gross amount advance!
makes
Hilaries,
by the State. $3600. Deducting this sura
from the total amount received for labor, i
leaves for net profit but $3379 11 for the la
bor of all the convicts. As the
average num
her in prison for 1858 was 117, the net
earning, of each for the year amount to but
$28 88—a little more than nine cents each
working day. The average number of convicts. however, at work, seems to have been
but 82, leaving an average of 35. or nearly
one-third of the whole,either entirely idle or
else employed as cooks, waiters, tailors. Ac.
Estimating the earnings per capita of those
actually al work, the annual average would
Amount to $-11 20, or a little more than tliir-teen cents for esoh working day. These reAults are certainly of a most unsatisfactory
And discouraging character.’’
During 1858. the receipts from the convicts'earnings were $6979 11. ami the disbursements $21,699 77: that is the convicts
did not earn one-ihird of their expenses
Mr. Blaine recommends that the State adopt
the plan that has succeeded lest in other
States—the States retain tiie discipline and
government of the convicts, and sell their labor to contractors who supply material, and

DRYQOODS

PADELFORD A DO’S

1

j

SOMETHING NEW
: GOING CHEAP.

_

"

ADVERTISEMENTS,;

STOVES!

at

Lard,

A

ITER

»«

ore

IB

OF

Kilby st.,

ITS

Boston.

extensive practice >4 upward* »f twenty
ini
years, continue* to secure Patents in the
katos; also in Great Britain, France, ai d oth*r foreign
•ountrics.
Caveats. S|«eciflratk ns. H> nl>, Alignments,
Slid all Pajwr*
Draw n-g 1 -r Patents, xecuud on liber|
let patch
Re searches made into I
rms, and wit!
American-t foreign work*. to det*rniinc the v.xPdity <t
id
Patent*
or
a.lor
other
utility
Invention*,—and legal
*i>
r*;odmil in all matter# t •u-'tiing the same
C'-pi***
f the claims f any Patent furnished by remitting Out
Dollar. Assignment* recorded at Washington.
Thi* Agency is le-t only the largest in N«w Knghnl,
lull through it inventor# have advantages f„r «-.urir.g
Patents, of u<>t immeasurably superior to any which can I
l*e off red them eh*
here. The Testimonial* Iwbur given
< E."v*Kl E
AT Till. PAl-rov. that none i* MOKE J*l
«

as an

DYSPEPSIA,
1.1
Prop**. ^purtlfit, Bvwm*

an

\

avw
muM now

cwubiiohvd Medicme
KFIICACY IP* IIKING

nrcwtvad

Afferiion* of the
vcr.
clilti*an>1 4 oitviimn'i % e Tcndenrir*, Iflaortlcf*
e<t »inir of ihe IIUmxI. Boils. Vuny, amt
Uir prtalrnlini; elfeetx of Ix-nd or Met*
curi. (•E-nernl Debility. awl all
DiseflM'N uhich require a

J
I

fl

Just received at
at reduced prices.
TONIC AND ALTERATIVE MEDICINE f
The average expenses in ten prisons examin- Every Subscriber to the WEEKLY RED, WHITE AND
IS BLIOMI 4|l 1>TIUV
BLCE, will be entitl'd to 2 Premiums, worth from 50
CRASHED,
ed. was $40 a year; while in Maine it was
TII I. {n«of» of it* ffikary a»* iD'nuiiw I
Z. SMITH'S.
cents to $500. by the payment of 25cents cn each.
nmi Ml well ALt-irMiiaU 1. arid id *l*cfi
’V
for
1857.
As soon as the subscription money is
$72
peculiar rlurirtrr that *umrer* .ax.o •! jc?/
received,
the subscriber will be informed by letter
r**wtiahly hctilau |o recto« in*
GRANULATED AND
pottvrvd aid
what Premiums he is entitled to and
The IVruvian Syrup (boa net pr-f*w
Shipbuilding in 1859.—It is said that so
then it is optional whether he re
to be *
ure-ail. btil it* rang* i* eaten
R,
mits the 25 cents on each,
MOXaOE YOUNG.
•"». t"'»u»r man) dieeaae* a;parti.uy
B
POWDERED
great is the surplus of American tonnage,
ur..
and takes his premiTENT «»F KICK thau the subscriber. and a- *1 < O.-S
Ip, arc intimately related, and pro- Hr
that if a ship was not built in this country
from
otic
be
E
rcclu.g
cured
caor. may
IS THE BEST PK'MiE «>E ADVANTAGES AND ABILIums, or not.
Dec. 14, 18oS.
47tf
Ellsworth,
b* one remedy
for three years, and the average annual losTY. he would add that h-* ha* abfmdaiit rv»*--:i i».
The c'*»* <4 dierawa for which trie
SUGARS,
ATISS E. D. SHAW respeetftUly inarms her friends and
and can prove, that n<» other -rtficc of the kind are the
ees by shipwrecks, &c., occurred
Syrup pr.'*idea a cure, ia precisely thal
iU
during that
that she ha* just returned from Boston,
charge* for professional services so tn>*lcratc. The im- which ha>*>' often baffled tne higtiect order of medical »k‘il Taw
customer*,
A
R
R
I
A
V
L
we
sell to our Subscribers for 25 ccuts
fa.U are tai.gifue, the wituv**v* *re srrrasibto, and the eafcty
time, even then we should have tonnage Which
each, are with the latest
mense pnv 'ice of the sulmcrdier during twenty years pa>t
and efficacy of the Syrup incoeitroeeftiWa
RICE AND
in the follow ing
or THE
ha* enabled him to accumulate a vast collection of sfwI hi we who
enough lor the business of the United States comprised
may wuh naan opinion fn«i dieintereeted pee
eificutious and othcial decisions relative in patent*_
cut resisting the character of the Syrup, cannot fail to be
LIST.
and for the foreign carrying trade.
Shifts
These, la-sides In* extensive library f legal and mechani- *ati»nr with the foilowing, among numrrvu* tritumunal* in tl>#
hand*
4
the
Piano
The e'gnature* are Uuwe of gvutlemeo well
10
now are the
Agent*.
Fortes,
MOLASSES,
each.
cal works, and full accounts of pateuts granted in the
$500 00
poorest property a man can
STYLES,
known ui Lht community, and of the higtieat rcapeiteouity.
3
S. Treasury Notes,
500 00
lTitled stau * and Eumj--. render him able, twyund .fU'-aown, for they sail at an enormous expense,
also*rich and splendid addition to their stock of
20 Gold Hunting Cased Watches,
75 00
C A It D
to offer su|>eri'>r facilities for
lion,
obtaining patents.
44
I h*vc Just received dlrt-ct from the mwuulactory, a new
44
and when not making money are losing it
«•
100
WINTER BLEACHED OIL,
75 00
All ueeesaity of ajouriey to Washington, to produce a
The ander»igned haviug
eipenenced the beneficial effect* f/ £ >
lj-l**teiiUsi Couk-»tuVe, ailed
S00 Gold Watches.
««
Peru nan Syrup," do not heattak to recoouuc ud it to the a*. F
5# (K)
patent, and the usual great delay there are here saved the
very fast. Assessments instead of dividends
Untion of the pub ic.
44
1U) shewing Machines,
75 go
Inventors.
AND
ape the present results of
I nun our own nperence. as well aa Trom the testimony of other* |H
600 Silver Watches,
ship-owning, and
$20 to $.*10
SOAP AND CANDLES,
whoe* inteUren.
ar. 1 integnty are ilfcv-tber
uiiqurationaua. 1§
TESTIMONIALS.
the pros pec* ts in the iuture are very unfavor500 Geld Guard and Vest Chains, $20 to $30
we have no douht of it* efficacy in rate* «.|
Incipient lh*ra*e* r4 WM
which cxcelj everything ever brought Into the suu*. It
1000
“I regard Mr. Eddy osone of the most capable and sue the ung* and limnrhiai I’asaegre. In •(«•(•.*, lurer L..n-;-air.t, uHj
$15 u, j-o
able. Our own ports, North and South, arc I
ha* a very Urge elevated oven, wholly «»f cast-iron, which
A
N*.r»
'*«W Lockets, Cameo Setts, Gold Bracelets, Armc-is, Gold
Drop**.
gia,
Indeed
iU
tffn
t*
would
be incredible.
cesstul practieioners with whom I have had official inter
BURNING FLUID,
but from the hign character
full of ships,—also the Pacino and India and I and Silver Pencils, Gold Kings, Ear Drops and various Dre** Cap*, Mohair Cai*, and Head Dresses, of all va
save# the trouble and expetuc of
tf.na* who have wiiitewnd th«<r>. ^HT
re-lining every little course.
t HAS. MASON," Commissioner ot Putt nit.
and have volunteered their tmUuiouy aa we do our*, to ISA
rietie*.
while, as other •love* usually n<juir« to lie duoe. It has
China ports. Our markets are full of goodi other articles worth from 50 cents t-» $10 each,
re*tnr*tive power.
•‘I have no hesitation in assuring Inventors that
an Improvement over all other »tuve«, a grab- under the
they
Address all cummunication to
H«v JOHN PIERPONT.
THOMAS C AM«>RY,
cannot employ a |w-r*ou more competent and
and we should not suffer it we did not receivt
RAISINS AND FIGS,
oven for warming and keeping hot, various
trustworthy
THOMAS A. DEXTER.
MOURNING' GOODS
things, which and more
PETER "
llARVEY,
capable of putting their applications in
f nu
S. II. KENDALL, M.1X
knows is *<> essential. This stove is
J \MEs
an East India cargo lor one
every
housekeeper
D! NN
neithci
of
all
Infant-*
kinds.
I
Goods, Embroideries, Collar* Sett
year;
8AMI EL
mad-- of the smoothest an<l l*est castings of any now man- to secure from them au early and favorable con*id* ration
T WUlTTLMuRR
Sleeves, Band', Insertions and Edgings, Thread, ’Lisle
would San Francisco suffer if treated in the
MAY._tUv.
at
the
Patent
Office.
EDMl
ND
HI
ufactured.
Call and see il it i« not the best stove ever ufSPICES OF ALL KINDS,
KKK,”
and Cotton Edging*, Velvets, Dress
1W
South
'I
hird
street.
.Smyrna
CERTIFICATE
OF
Trimming*
HAVER.
Late Commissioner of Patents.
same way.
Let our shipbuilders cease,then
ferretl to the public.
and Buttous, \ oils, Laces, Hosiery, Gloves, Gauntletts
] It is well known that the medicinalDR.
W
e five to oi l*n»toxide of
PHILADELPHIA, PA. I Ac., Ac.
Also, on hand a g'*jd assortment of other cook-stoves,
let not low wages, cheap timber and a warn
i* l-xt hy even a brief exposure u, air. and U.at k-irsintair. a ,#
‘•Boston, February 8, lkirf.
j
such as
“Mr. R- II. Eddy has made for me THIRTEEN appli
LEAF
solution of Protoxide of Iron, without further oxulaliwL. Jw* '/h
AND
PLUG
TOBACCO,
of something to do, tempt them to build this
been deemed impowiNe.
on all hut oxk of which
cation*,
have
Agents wanted in all parts of the United States and
Uei.
ldonnets
granted
In the Peruvian Syrup thw desirable point to attained by ro»* .©I
Crystal Lake, Gem, Clinton Improved, Bay and that on. is now pending- pateuts
Such unmistakable prod
year. We had better be idle than lose whai 1 Canadas, to sell Books, Music, Jewelry, Gold Pens. Pen- at the shortest possible notice.
•ia at ton »■ a war aav<>aa imioep and th»» •Dim ■
Stale Farmer, Farmer, Penobscot Air
from 16 to 50 cent? per lb., and all goods usually
of great talent and ability <>n hi* part hail* me
Ac., and receive subscription for the RED, WHITE
we have made, as all
n-com
may reptoce all the prolo-varUxiatee. niualaa and tartrate* f W
shipbuilders will thii ! oils,
Orders from neighboring towns attended
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all
inventor*
to
tu
AND BLUE.
a*
him
8UUnAM«u».
to
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apply
A A HAVES M 1*to,
procure their pa- I
Tight, Californian, ifr.,
^
season.
kept in a Grocery {store, together with a good asIf they have nothing of their own i
A**ay er to the State at Mam, Barton. I 8- A.
Unis,, as they may be sure of having the most faithful at 1
Catalogues and Numbered Certificates will he sent to j with promptness and despatch.
Together with Plain and Fancy Air Tight stove*, with and tentiun bealowtd on their
sortment of
^
J Ellsworth, Nov. 7, ]$.'>».
Sold bp X. L. € LARK A fO.. Proprietors.
and at verv reasouabk
cases,
they will lose the property of those who ered those wishing to act as Agents. No capital requiredwithout ovens, and parlor *ln\e« of every description.
Sit*.
8
charges.
Boston.
N. B. Gobi Pens re pointed in a superior manner, and
Water Bt,
Jo.NH TAGGART.”
it them. Wait for better times.
I have constantly on hand Cistern and Chain lumps,
Fr<»tn &*pt. 17th, 1S57. to June
CROCKERY
Retailed bp all respectable l>raggI*la.
as good as new.
«
17th, l!>&8, the subscri
By enclosing the Pen and 40 cents
j made
U ad I'ip*-, Sheet Lead, oven, ash and boiler months,
Jap- Iwr, in course of his large practice, made, on twice rej«*c
an M are, Britauia M
| in Post Office Stamps, the Peu will be repointed aud reAND
an-, and a large assortment of Tin ed applications, SIXTEEN
J.\ EKY ONE of
APPEALS,
M are cf every
NOTICE.
All
Accidents.—A inan, an Irishman, by tin turued, post paid.
kinds
cf
description.
work done to w hich was decided in Am favo, by the Commissioner o.
GLASS
Address,
order in the best manner.
A LL persons indebted to the estate or
Patents.
name
of Han’l Hart, was killed, on tin
U60
A. M. BROWN k CO.
R. 11. EDDY.
JOHN 3. PEARSON, Agt.
the late \\ tlli.iin Bingham,
13w 2
121 South Third St. Philadelphia Pa.
one
River,
Enquire, tlecfi**
Next
dour
below
S.
& H. A. button.
Nairaguagus
WARE,
day recently whil
Respectfully announces to their customers and the put
are called
ed,
P-3.—All having unsettled accounts with
upon to make immediate paying* ***
at work in the woods, by a tailing limb.
lie generally,that they have just returned from Boston wit 1
me, please
which will be sold or exchanged for country pro- nettle immediately.
All the lands
unsold belonging D lt*
a complete assortment of
remaining
Capt. Aurthr Mere,‘of Machiasporfc. fe!
said Estate, lying in the counties of peaobicot,
Ellsworth, Nov. 25.1*58.
duce on satisfactory terms.
44
Just returned from Boston with *
from the buy mow in his barn, morning o
Hancock, and Washington, in the State of Main*FALL and WINTER GOOD! >
JAMES
MITCHEL.
NEW
STO'
K
01?
the 16th Inst, and broke his wrist.
are now ofiered for sale at reduced
prices for cs>k ^
consisting of Bonnet*, Ribbons,* Flowers, Embroider; ■,
Dec.
1858.
Ellsworth,
16,
47
NEW
For
information in regard to the abore and r
Mr. Benjamin Kilton, of Jonesboro, brok
Laces. Gloves, Hosiery, Ac., also
fig
©
w
and descripti. ns of these lands, aeplicat 6 S
plans
his ancle, hist Tuesday. He jumped from ;
BARBER SHOP I
be made to the agent.
Ladies Collars, Capsy and Undersleeves.
I
at at Reduced Prices.
By Auction.
may
Soiling
horse sled on which he was riding.and strucl
TIIE subscriber has returned to
Ellsworth, and
0. N. BLACU*
The Subscriber will sell by auction on
AMKO Pins and Ear Dr« ps to match, from
A SUPERIOR ARTICLE,
*3 to |]o
on or against a rock.—[Maehias Union.
Saturday fitted up a Shop in bis ohf building, (up stairs) ri
Together with a full assortment of good* belonging to tl e
^
Ellsworth. February 3, 1858.
Goldotoue
6Pf
^
afternoon at 3 o’clock, March 12th, his well where be will be
3 ts jo
^
to see old custutners, ,.i
happy
known
and
valuable
«e>
10
situated
in
Ellswortl
new
building
ones,
«Cral“
MILLINERV DEPARTMENT.
lie hopes by strict attention to his Fioriiitme
Tbo twenty-four hours euding at three o’clock
»•
LIGHT COLOREO AND FREE FROM
T
r=^
village, opposite the store of H. A S. K. Whiting business, and by untiring efforts to
1.
All millinery work done to order with neatness and d: *
Friday un>raiug la.-«t, were pregnant with even!
3 1o 10
satisfy the lo.ni.u HcaiM
This building is well located and has
ODOR.
ample roon reasonable demands of customers, to merit, and u ! Gold Pins of all
patch.
iutercaliug to the citizen* of Machia*; First, a
styles,
for the accommodation of a family in the secont receive a
a
liberal
share
of
the
lecture
on
I
of
Sochi i
moon; second,
Ladie# and Gent# Slevo Buttons,
1 Particular attention paid to
eclipse
patronage.
rut SALK B V
Air. C. will pay particular attention to Sham, j
j story, while the store on •. e first floor is larg»
Ladies Gold Guard Chain,
Reform; th!rd, rumor says fiveehildreu wore born
enough for any village business. Terms $:UM pooing, cutting and dressing children's hairdo
Gents Vewt
fourth, a destructive fire, by which two familit *
BONNET
BLEACHING.
Chains, G and Silver.
Far ale bj M. HALE.
GIFFORD, CAMPBELL A CO.
down, and the balance in annual payments fo
®
Ijidies by leaving orders witu him
Gold and Silver Watches.
What village, of Iik I
were turned out'-fdnors.
may have theii
G. I>. IRVING * CO.,
eight years, or shorter payments if preferred.
heads shampooed and hair dressed at their
Aim. S«v>nd lni»l Wurkn Ir.m $3 1-3 to |9, wu
-how
a record of any one day pni
oan
homes
population,
lOO Mute Street, Boston.
Geo. W. New bog in Auctioneer.
rant-.l to Weep good time.
Street.
Main
j
SEWING
MACHINES
-i< »ler i.toi v*t /
MOsBS CAKXEV.
[Maehiji*. Hepubiiv.ut.
a* 4
aI*
GKO. C. BECKWITH.
3w 5
“'“weti**
llliwotlb, Oct. 21st, ISoS.
r>r»tr*l tea fear, l.ukadNUtlr
Ellsworth, Deo. lath, lies.
;.R.iMRX% .1
4;
••U"WKlSIl R
*»
*1 lU.gr.jfti iNlW
e
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